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Under the supervision of Professor Christian A. Dinkel 
A computer model was developed to evaluate the energetic 
efficiency ot postweaning beef production of various biological types 
of cattle fed rations with different energy densities. 
In Section I, a mathematical model was developed to estimate 
voluntary feed intake for growing cattle from weaning to slaughter. 
The mathematical model included effects of differences in energy 
density and crude fiber content of the ration and in breed and degree 
ot ■aturi ty ot cattle on teed intake. When gastrointestinal tract 
distension controlled teed conslltllption, the primary factors determining 
feed intake were (1) rate of excretion of digeata, (2) rate of 
digeation, (J) dry matter digestibility, (4) gut fill, (5) breed ot 
cattle and (6) degree ot maturity of cattle. When teed intake was 
controlled by chemoatatic and/or thermostatic mechanisms, the dry 
�atter consuniption was determined by physiological dem&Di tor energy, 
which varied with age and breed ot aniaal. Data fran the literature 
and trom Bond (peraonal cOlllllunication) were utilized to develop 
neceaaary equations. A ccaputer progr 121 available which estillatea 
voluntary teed intake tor varioue breeds ot cattle of ditterent 
degrees or aturity ted various diets. 
• 
In Section n, the effect of protein level in the diet ard 
degree or maturity ot the cattle on the coefficient of metabollzable 
energy utilization for fattening (kf) were evaluated. This coefficient 
indicates the percent of metabolizable energy retained as body tissue. 
Data from Peterson !! .!!• (1973) were utilized to develop a mu1tiple 
curvilinear regression equation tor adjusting kt values recamaerded 
by A..R.C. (196.5). The results of this study indicate that both degree 
of maturity of the cattle and protein level in the diets influenced 
the kt values. As cattle matured, kr value decreased. Both percent 
protein and calorie-protein ratio had nonlinear effects on kf values. 
In Section III, mathematical equations for estimating physical 
and chemical composition of steers of different biological types fed 
various diets were developed. Thus, the calorific value of live 
weight gain was also measured. All dependent variables of the equations 
were traits measurable prior to slaughter. Physical composition of 
11 ve weight was divided into empty body weight and gut fill. filnpty 
body weight w�s further divided into eight subcomponents according to 
the similarity of chemical composition within each component. 
Regression analyses were used to estimate gut fill and eight sub­
components of empty body. Regression equations for estimating chemical 
com.position or each subcomponent of empty body were developed utilizing 
data from the 11 terature. A computer program is available which 
predicts the physical composition, chemical composition and calorific 
value of live weight gain of steers for different biological types of 
cattle fed on various diets. 
In Section IT, a canputer simulation was made (1) to estimate 
the energetic etticiency of postweaning beef production from four breed 
groups, (a) Jersey, (b) Hereford-Angus, (c) Dairy Shorthorn and 
(d) Holstein; (2) to evaluate the optimum time of slaughter for each 
breed type and ( J) to evaluate the effect of slaughter at ages other 
than optimum time on energetic efficiency or beef production. The 
computer model included information fran Sections I and II of this 
study and fran N.R.C. (19?6) and A.R.C. (1965) recommendations. 
Simulated results indicated larger breeds tended to reach the optimum 
time of slaughter at older ages and heavier weights than smaller 
breeds. Slaughtering cattle at ages other than optimum were evaluated 
in terms of energetic efficiency. Four ways of detennining slaughter 
ages were used, (1) slaughter at simulated breed optimum age; 
(2) slaughter at various constant ages; (J) slaughter at a constant 
degree of maturity and ( 4) slaughter at a constant we ight. Slaughter 
at a constant weight was least efficient and slaughter at a constant 
age was intermediate between slaughter at optimum age and s1aughter 
at constant weight. Slaughter at a constant degree of maturity was 
second in efficiency only to slaughter at breed optimum age. For 
practical application it will be necessary to estimate mature weight 
of young cattle. further study will be necessary to develop accurate 
predictions of mature weight from early performance of the animal an::! 
its pedigree. 
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PREFACE 
Efficiency of beet production has been ot interest to researchers 
and producers . I t  has been tound that cow size has no significant 
ef'te ct on etticienoy of production when the efficiency was expressed aa 
TOO consumed by cow-ca1t unit per kg calf' weight at weaning (Benn.yshek 
and Marlowe , 19?) ; Brinks et al. , 1962; Marsha11, 19?.5 ; Urick et al . , - - - -
1971) . The concepts ot efficiency ot beet production have changed as 
the conawaer demand tor meat product has changed. The ditterence in 
price or lean and tat ti ssue has increased . This changing concept ot 
etticieney requires an appropriate way or expressing etticiency. TDN 
per kg ca1t weight produced would p rovide an appropriate measure of 
efficiency of beet production it  all c alves had the saae composition. 
However, the proportion of lean, tat and bone in the c arc ase varies 
depending on breed and age at slaughter ( Sraith !! .!!• , 1976) .  It is  
obvious that 11 ve weight ot c� needs to be adjusted in market value 
according to carcase characteristics.  
Another question which needs to be answered before the efficiency 
or beet production can be evaluated is what is the optimum age to 
slaughter a c alf for meat? Comparing the etficieney or ditterent cow. 
calf un1 ta would be most appropriate when all cow-cal.t uni ts were t 
the optimum stage of yielding maximum etticienc7. Theoretically, the 
optimum age to slaughter a calt is the age at which net return trqa the 
cow-cal:t pair will be maximum. However, under practical conditions 1 t 
is ditficult to estimate the optimum age to slaughter because (l) it 
is iapoaaible to have more than one performance record in regard to 
c arcas s characteri stics since a cal.f can not be slaughtered more than 
once and { 2 )  it is nece ssary to keep the record ot feed consumed by cow 
and c alf  individually , which is a costly procedure . Theretore . it 
would be uaetul to have a ccnputer program which can help to evaluate 
the optilllum stage of slaughter both tor produce rs and re searchers. 
The purpose ot thi s  stu� was to develop a c cmputer program to 
estiaate voluntary feed intake • postweaning growth , e ftic1ency ot teed 
conversion am carc ass characteristics of calves and thu to assi st 
in evaluating the tota1 etticieney ot beet producti on on a cov-cal.t 
uni t. 
Voluntgy � Intake 
Amount ot feed and kinis of' teed consumed are one or the 
imp ortant factors tor animal growth. An understanding of'  how much teed 
the animal consumes i s  necessary to simulate growth ot calt and etfi­
cieney ot teed conversion. In Secti on I ot thi s study, a math atioal 
model was developed to e stimate � libi tum daily dry matter intake fed 
for growing cattle from weaning to slaughter. The mathematical odel 
included effects or differences in nergy denei ty and crude fiber 
content in ration, in degree ot maturity ot c t tle a.rxi in breed on 
teed intake . 
'lh• basic principles used in developing a mathematical model 
were (l ) rate ot excretion ot digesta, ( 2 )  rate ot dig sti on, ( J )  dry 
matter dige stibili ty,  ( 4) gut fill and ( .5 )  physi o1ogica1 de and tor 
energy ,  with the f'irst tour items dependi on the crude fiber content 
2 
of fe ed and ag e  ot anim al  an d  the phy si ologi ca1 demand t or energy 
varyi ng wi th ag e an d  b reed of anim al. 
Ef'f1 ci ency of Energy C onver si on to Gai n  (kf) ----- - --- ----- - - -
In Se cti on n of thi s study, th e  eff' ects of pr otein lev el i n  
di et s and ag e  of cattle on th e  effi ci en cy of en ergy conver si on i nt o  
gain ( kt) we re  studi ed. Th e  v alne s of kf ( effi ci ency of m etab olizab le 
energy uti lizati on for fatte ning ) from A. R. C. ( 196.5 ) were varied 
dep ending on the m etab olizab le en ergy den si ty of feed. H owever, th er e  
have b een other factor s affecti ng  the effi ci ency of conv er si on of' feed 
in to weig ht gai n  su ch as ag e of anima1 ( Ri tzman and C olov os, 194J ) 
and pr otei n con ten t i n  di et ( P eter son .tl, .!!• , 1973 ) • 
A stati sti cal mode l ( M od el I) was used to esti mate a m ulti­
p li cativ e factor to adj ust kr ( A. R. c. , 196.5 ) accordi ng to ag e or 
anim al and pr otei n lev el of di ets. Th e  r esear ch data used for 
r eg ressi on analy si s  we re  from the study by Peter son .tl, .!!• (1973 ) ,  
wh ere 16 differen t di ets ( four leve ls of en ergy x four leve ls of 
pr otein) we re  used and effi ci ency of gai n  was o b serv ed for thr ee to 
four con secu tiv e ag e  g roup s  p er di et. The stati sti cal model (M od el I) 
was Yi jk l  = a + b lDi + b2DI + b3Pj + b4Pj + b.5:Ek + b� + b7DPi j + 
2 2 2 baDE11c + b9DPEi jk + b lODPEi jk + bU C1 + b l2Cf + b13D:11 + b1q.IY;i l 
where 
Yi jk l i s  the estima ted mul tip li cative adj usting fac tor of kr 
according to ag e of anim al an d  pr otein leve l  of di ets 
a is  the i n terc ep t wh en all ind epend en t  vari a b les are z er o  
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b1Dj_ is the partial regression effect on the i th degree ot 
maturity where degree of maturity is current weight 
divided by expected mature weight 
b2nf is the partial regression effect on the quadratic of the 
1th degree of' maturity 
bJP j is  the partial regression effect on the jth percent 
protein of' diet 
b4P3 is the partial regression effect on the quadratic of the 
jth percent protein in diet 
b5Fic is the partial regression effect on the kth energy level 
of' diet 
2 b6lf.ic is the partial. regression ef":tect on the quadratic of the 
kth energy level of' diet 
b7DPij  is  the p artial regression ef'f'ect on the interaction 
of the i th degree of' m.atu.ri ty with the jth protein 
level 
baDEik is  the partial regression ef'f'ect on the interaction 
of the i th degree of maturity with the kth energy 
level 
�DPJ½. jk is the partial regression effect on the three-way 
interaction of the i th degree of maturity with the 
jth protein level ard w1 th the kth energy level 
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bJ.oDPE;f jk is the parti al regression effect on the three-way 
interaction ot the 1th degree of maturity with the 
jth protein level and with the quadratic or the kth 
energy level 
bnC1 is the partial regression effect on the 1th ca1or1e­
protein ratio 
2 b]2C1 is the partial regrc .Jsion ef'tect on the quadratic of' 
the 1th calorie-protein ratio 
b13r:cu is the partial regression e.ttect on the interaction 
ot the i th degree ot maturity with the 1th calorie­
protein ratio 
2 b141X=11 is the partial regression effect on the interaction 
or the 1th degree or maturity with the quadratic 
or the 1th calorie-protein ratio .  
Chemical e Ph.ysica1 Composition 2!. � � 
A knowledge of chemical and physical composition ot body is  
necessary to evaluate (1) efficiency of  teed conversion into body 
gain, ( 2 )  optimum age of' slaughter and {J) etticieney of beef 
production on cow-calf pair basis.  
Even though there have been many studies  of chemical and 
physical composition, there has been only limited study ot estimation 
of physical and chemical. composition of' live a.n1ma1 and c arcass of 
cattle from traits measurable prior to slaughter. In Section m of 
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this study, prediction or chemical and physical composition or body 
gain was investigated. 
Pllysical Composition � _Y!! Weight 
Physical composition of live weight was divided into three 
components , (1) dressed hot care ass ,  ( 2 )  remainder and ( J )  gut till . 
Dressed hot carcass was canposed or four subcanponents , (1)  water 
evaporated during chilling and dissecting carc ass , ( 2 )  separable 
muscle , ( J )  separable rat and ( 4) separable bone . Dissected cold 
carcass referred to the sum of the last three subcomponents . Remainder 
was divided into five subcomponents according to the similarity of 
chemical composition w1 thin each component. These were hide and hair 
(� HIDE ) ,  blood am organs ( �  BO) ,  ottal fat (� OF) , bone from head, 
legs am tail (i BONE) and scraped sort tissue f'rClll head, legs am 
tail ( '%> SCRAPE) . 
Research data in regard to hot carc ass , dis ected cold c arcass 
and three subcanponents of dissected cold carcass were available for 
several different breeds , different diets and different ages of c attle . 
Gut fill was not different from breed to breed ( Cal1ow, 1961 ) .  There­
fore , the lack of data in representing several breeds was not considered 
to be a problem. However, remainder composed of hide , offal fat, blood, 
organs , head , legs and tail has been studied only for a few different 
breeds of cattle . For this reason, hot carc ass , dissected cold carcass,  
the three subcanponents of dissected cold carc as s  and gut fill were first 
estimated and then the remainder was estimated by the difference between 
live weight a.rd the sum of hot carcass and gut fill . 
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� Carcass � Subcomponents 
In estimating physical composition of the dissected cold carcass , 
two methods were investigated. Research data included in the regression 
analyses were from studies by Bond _!! .!!• (1972 ) ,  Hooven � .!!• (1972) 
and Snith � _!!. ( 1976 ) .  
The statistical. model (Model n) used in Method I wu derived 
fran techniques presented by Drap r and Snith ( 1968 ) as follows i 
2 2 2 Yi jklm = a + b1Li + b2Li + bJDj + b4,Dj + b5LDij + b6LDf j + 'h7Ck + 
. 2 2 bsLCilc + h9M1 + bloLMil + blll\n + b12Bm + blJLBbi + b]_4LBim where 
Yi jklm i s  the dependent variable 
a is  the intercept when all the independent variables are zero 
b1Lj_ is the partia1 regression effect on the ith live weight 
of cattle 
2 b2LI is the partia1 regression effect on the quadratic of the 
1th live weight of cattle 
bJDj is the partial regression effect on the jth degree or 
maturity 
b� ia  the partial regression effect on the quadratic or the 
jth degree of maturity 
b5LDi_j is  the partial regression effect on the interaction of 
the 1th live weight with the jth degree of maturity 
b6L!Jf j is the partial regression effect on the interaction of 
the 1th live weight with the jth quadratic of degree 
of maturity 
�Ck is the partial regression effect on the kth percent. crude 
fiber in diet 
baLCik is the partial regression effect  on the interaction of 
the i th 11 ve weight w1 th the kth percent crude fiber 
in diet 
�l is the partial regression effect on the 1th mature weight 
of cattle 
b1ol.Mji is the partial regression effect on the interaction of 
the ith live weight with the 1th mature weight 
bu.Bm -is the partial regression effect on the mth biological. 
type-I 
b12� is the partial regression effect on the mth quadratic 
of biological type-I 
b1JLB1m is the partial regression effect on the interaction or 
the i th live weight with the mth biological type-I 
2 b14LBm is the partial regression e ffect on the interaction of 
the ith live weight with the mth quadratic of 
biological. type-I. 
Model m in Method II was identical to Model II except that the 
former had four additional independent variables. These four variables 
were BT2 referring to biological type-II , BT22 referring to the 
quadratic of biological type-II , LW x BT2 referring to the interaction 
of ll ve weight with biological type-II and LW x BT22 referring to the 
interaction of live weight with the quadratic of biologic al type-II . 
Biological type-II refers to the physiological demand for 
energy. Montgomery and Baumgardt (1965 ) proposed that ruminants 
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consumed feed until the physiological demand for energy was satisfied . 
Feed intake data fran 1120 steers of seven different breed groups 
( Smith !1 .!!• ,  1976 ) indicate that feed consumption { g/kg w. 7J/day ) 
was different from breed to breed (table 1 ) .  Also , data from a study 
by James Born (personal communication ) in:iicate differences in energy 
intake among breed groups ( table 1 ) .  
These differences in feed �.ntake capacity of b reed groups 
listed in table 1 were interpreted as breed differe nces in physio­
logical demand for energy. Feed intake data in table 1 could not be 
used as a measure of physiologic al demand for energy of breeds 
directly because the data came from two different studies . The feed 
intake data in table 1 were coded in order to make the two studies 
comparable . Since both studies had common breed groups , Hereford 
( H  x H )  and Angus { A  x A) , all feed intake data of other breeds were 
expressed as the ratio to the average feed intake of H x H and A x  A 
groups within each study ( table 1 ) .  These ratio values were referred 
to as BT2. 
Model IV used to estimate the percent water loss in hot 
c arcass was Yi = a +  bPi where 
Yi i e  the percent water loss in hot carcass 
a is the intercept when the independent variable is zero 
bP1 is the regression effect on the ith percent separable 
fat in the di ssected cold carcas s .  
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TABLE 1 .  FEED INT.AKE (G/KG w• 13/DAY) OF DIFFERENT BREED GROUPS OF 
CATrLE AND CAU:OLATION OF BIOLOGICAL TIPE-ll (BT2 ) 
Feed intake (g/kg W• 73) 
10 
Breed s8 Bond Snith 
H X H, A X  A 
H x A, A x H 
C X H, C X A 
J X H, J X A 
SD X H, SD X A 
Sm X H, Sm X A 
L X H, L X A 
Ho x Ho 
DS X DS 























a H = Hereford, J. = Angus, C = Charolais, J = Jersey, SD = South 
Devon, Sm = Simmental, L = Lilllousin, Ho = Holstein and DS = Dairy 
Shorthorn. 
b James Bond (personal communication ) .  
c �1th et al.. (19?6). 
d Biologica1type-II expressing the physiological demand for energy 
of different breeds. '!he numeric number of BT2 for each breed group 
is the ratio of bree d  intake to the average of H x H and A x A intake 
within each study. 
Q!!! lll,!  
Regression equation developed in Section I was used to estimate 
the gut till or cattle. 
Remairder 
The remainder was indirectly estimated by subtracting hot 
carcass and gut fill tr live weight. The percent subcomponents or 
remainder were estimated by using multiple curvilinear regression 
procedure presented by Draper and Sm1 th ( 1968 ). The etati tic al odel 
(Model V) was Yi j = a + bJ.P1 + b2J1 + b3Dj + b4l)j + b5PDi_ j where 
Yij is the estimated f, HIDE, 1, OF, 1, BO, � BONE and 'I, SCRAPE 
a i s  the intercept when all independent vari ables are zero 
blPi i s  the parti al regression effect on the ith percent 
·separable rat of di ssected cold carcass 
b2Pf i s  the partial regression effect on the quadratic of  the 
i th percent separable fat 
bJDj i s  the partial regression effect on the jth degree of 
maturity 
b4,Dj i s  the partial regression effect on the quadratic of the 
jth degree of maturity 
b5PDj_j is the partial regression effect on interaction of the 
i th percent separable rat with the jth degree of 
maturity. 
Chemical Composition .2f 1!.!!, Weight 
The chemical camposi tion refers to percent chemical. water, 
percent chemic al fat , percent chemical protein and percent chemical 
ash . Since live weight is  composed of kg separable muscle ( Sil ) ,  
separable bone ( SB ) ,  separable fat (SF) , hide am hair ( HIDE ) ,  blood 
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and organs ( BO ) , offal fat (OF) , bone fran head and tail ( BONE) ,  scraped 
lean and rat from head ,  legs and tail ( SCRAPE) , water evaporated 
( WATER) and gut fill , a knowledge or ch ic al compositi on of each sub­
component will provide a means of estimating the chemical composition 
of whole body. Three stati stical models were used to estimate the 
chemical composition or each body component except water evaporated a?Xi 
gut f'ill , which were not analyzed since the former was 100% chemical 
water and the latter was not a part of the body. Model VI was used to 
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estimate the chemical canposi tion of separable muscle (SM) of dissected 
cold carcass , which was Y1 = a + bPi where 
Y1 is the estimated chemical canposition of separable muscle 
a is  the intercept when PSFi is zero 
bPi is the regression effect on the i th percent separable :fat 
in dissected cold carc ass . 
Model VII was used to estimate th" chemical composition of separable 
rat ( SF) of dissected cold carc ass , which was Yi = a +  b(logi()P) where 
Y1 is the predicted chemical composition or separable fat 
a is  the intercept when the irdependent variable is  zero 
b (logioP) is the regression effect on the common logarithm 
of percent separable rat or dissected cold carcass .  
Model V was used to estimate the chemical composition of  HIDE, BO,  
OF and SCRAPE of remainder atd that of bone from whole body. In 
physical study the bone (SB ) in carcass and the bone (BONE) in 
remainder were classified as two different subcomponents of 11 ve 
weight. However, in estimating the chemical composition of bone , the 
total bone of 11 ve weight was not subdivided into SB in carcass and 
BONE in remainder. Data (Moulton !1 .!!• ,  1922b ) used for regression 
analysis to estimate the chemical composition of bone included all the 
bone of body. Therefore , SB in dissected cold carcass and BONE in 
rem.aimer were not di.f"ferentiated in terms of the chemical composition. 
Optimum Slaughter je 
A canputer program was developed to simul.ate the ef'f"iciency of' 
beef production from different breed types fed to various end points . 
The program estimates (1 )  voluntary feed intake of' steers of different 
breeds during postweaning period f'ed on various diets , (2) physical 
aM chemical oanposition ot live weight , ( 3) c alorific value ot gain 
for different breed types of steers f'ran weaning to slaughter,  ( 4) the 
efficiency of teed conversion into body gain and (5) the opti11lum 
slaughter age ot yielding maximum efficiency. 
In Section IV of this study, optimum slaughter ages ot Jersey, 
Angus-Hereford {equal number o f  Angus and Hereford mixture group) . 
Dairy Shorthorn an:!. Holstein breeds were e stimated from computer 
program. The optimum slaughter age yielding maximum efficiency wa s 
determined as the age of calf' when TDN required by the cow-calf' pair 
to produce 1 kg of calf live weight was a minimum. 
3 1 8 3 4 6  
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SFJ:TION I 
A MATHDlATICAL MODEL TO ESTIMATE VOLUNTARY FEED INTAKE FROM WEANING 
TO SLAUGHTER FOR CATTLE OF DIFFERENT BIOLOGICAL TYPE 
In troduc tio n 
V olu n tary feed i n tak e  i s  on e of the impor tant f ac tors i nfiu enci ng 
ef fici ency of gain. ll eiber (1961 ) s tated that total effici en cy was 
hig her w1 th g reater re lative f eed capaci ty wi thi n a give n par tial 
ef fici ency wh ere. th e relative f eed capaci ty was expr es sed as 
I.max/W• 75. Imax i s  maximum f eed i n tak e  a t  _!a ll bi tum and W• 75 i s  
m etab olic weigh t •
.!! ll bi tUl'll volun tary f eed i ntake vari es wi th ag e of cattle 
( H olm es � _!!. ,  1961) am wi th en ergy dens ity am/or cru de fi b er 
con ten t o f  f eed (M on tgan ery an d  Baumgard t. 1965 ; N elson � .!!• • 1968 ) .  
M on tgom ery and B aumgard t  (1965 ) prop osed a graphica1 mod el i l ustrating 
th e relati on ships b etwe en en ergy and f eed i n tak e  and co n trol ling 
Dl echani sm s. H owever ,  n o  mathemati cal mod el has b een repor te d  i n  regard 
to v olu ntary f eed i n tak e  of cattle of dif f ere n t  b ree ds that v ry in 
ag e an d  ar e  fed di f f eren t di ets. 
Th e  p urp ose o f  thi s study was to deve lop a mathemati cal mod el 
to es timate volun tary f eed in tak e  from weaning to slaughter ag e t or 
di f f ere n t  types of c attle ted on vari ous rati ons . '!be mathematical. 
odel inc luded ef f ects of di f f erenc e in energy den si ty and cru de 
fiber con te n t i n  rati on , i n  d egr ee of maturi ty of' c att le ard in 
bi ological. typ es of cattle on feed i ntak . 
Procedure s ,!!!! Source 2!_ B!!:! 
'Ihe graphical model proposed by Montgomery and Baumgardt (1965) 
illustrates the relationships between energy and teed intake and 
controlling mechanisms. To develop a series or mathematical. equations 
estimating dry matter intake , feed intake regu1ated by chemostatic 
and/o r  themoetatic regulations was considered separately from feed 
intake regulated by distension of gastrointestinal tract (GIT) . 
Voluntary reed intake was expressed as g dry m at ter per kg metabolic 
weig ht where metabolic wight was w- 73 . 
!!!£! Intake Regulated � Ch.emostatic arn/or Thermostatic Mechanism 
When dry matter intake is  controlled by chem osta tic and/ or 
thermostatic regulations , the physiological demand tor energy seems to 
be satisfied by volantar., teed intake. It has been found th t 
ruminants have a capability or consuming enough feed to satisfy the 
physiological demand for energy even when the diets vary in  caloric 
density (Baile and Pfander, 1967 ; Cowsert and Montgomery, 1969 ; 
Montg011t.ery and Baumgardt, 1965 ; Nelson � .!!• ,  1968 ) . Therefore , 
voluntary feed intake (VFI) was estimated from equation 1 as follows : 
VFI = EnergypD P EnergyI,M 
(1 ) 
where VFip is  g or � libi tum dry matter intake per kg met bolic 
weight (g/kg w- 73 ) when feed intake i s  controlled by physiologica1 
demand for nergy. Energypn refers to pbysiologica1 dem d tor energy 
per kg metabolic weight al'Xi EneratM refers to kcal metabolizable 
energy per g dry matter of' feed. 
1.5 
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Since feed intake decreased w1 th age of animals ( Holmes _tl .!!• , 
1961 ) , data f?-cn 1120 steers of 14 ditterent biological types of catile 
from Snith .!1 .!¼.• ( 19?6 )  were used in regressi on ana1ysis to estimate 
the effect of degree of maturity on feed intake . The decrease in feed 
intake a?Y.i/ or energy i ntake with age was interpreted as the decrease 
in phyaiologica1 demand for energy. Degree of maturity ( OCN )  is the 
term used by Brody (194.5 ) and is �a1culated as follows : 
DOM _ Current live weight - EJcpected mature weight ( 2 )  
Peysiological dcand for energy referred to the maximum energy that the 
an1Jaal could consume fran feed when the distension from GIT did not 
inhibit the maximum energy intake . Metaboliz able energy per kg dry 
matter of feed was obtained ti-an tables of N . R.C . ( 1970 ) .  
� Intake F.egu]_ated !2z Distensi on � fil 
Ruminants lose the oapabill ty of consuming enough feed to 
satisfy the maximum physiological demand for energy when the feed 
c ontains too much crude fiber. The voluntary intake of roughages 
a.rd/or diets with high crude fiber depends on the rate of digestion , 
rate of excretion and dry matter digestibi11 ty ( El.llott , 1963 ; 
Campling !1 .!!• , 1961 ; Freer ,!! &• , 1962 ; Crampton , 1957 : Blaxter 
tl .!!• , 1961 ; Freer and Canpling , 1963 ) .  
when the di stension of GIT controls feed intake, voluntary 
feed intake ( VFI )  would be equal to di sappearing rate of ingesta. 
Thus , the di s appearing rate is an estimate o� VFI .  
In order to derive a mathematical equation to e stimate VFI, a 
series  of logical steps were expressed as equations. Fi rst, if there 
were no digesti on, no absorption and no excretion of feed after 
ruminants have consumed voluntarily an equal amount of feed per day 
( VFI )  for several days ( n ), the relationship betwee n gut till ot dry 
matter and VFI would be as follows : 
GFdry = n x VFI ( J) 
where GFdry is gut fill in dry matter ( g/kg W• ?J ) .  If we consider the 
rate or excretion of feed as a source of loss of digesta from GIT, gut 
fill will be less than that of equation J as follows : 
GFdry = )  VFI x (1 - ROEi_) 
i = 1 
( 4) 
where ROEi is the proportion of feed excreted at the 1th day fter 
consumption a.rd (1 - ROEi_) is the proportion ot feed remaining in the 
gut. ROEi will increase as 1 ( number of days atter feed intake) 
increases up to n .  ROE! can range from O to 1 .  O, where O is no 
excretion and 1. 0 is complete excretion after 1th day. It we 
consider the rate of disappearance of digesta due to digestion and 
absorption , then gut fill will be less than that of equation 4 as 
follows : 
n n 
GFdry = L VFI x (1  = ROEi_) - L_ VFI x (1 - RO� ) x RODt x DD 
1 = l 1 = 1 
= � VF! x ( 1  - ROEf ) x ( l  - ROili x DD) 
1 a:: 1 
( 5 )  
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wh er e  RODi, i s  rate of dig esti on and DD i s  p ercent dry matter dig esti­
bili ty of f eed. Si nce VFI i s  a con stant r epr esen ting aver ag e feed 
in tak e  f or a p eri od of day s, VFI can b e  l ocate d outsid e  th e � 
as follows : 
GFdry = VJ.i'Id x L (l - ROE! ) x ( 1  - RODj_ x DD) 
i = 1 
GF
dry; 
V� = � ( 1  - ROEj_) x ( l  - RODj_ x DD) 
i = 1 
( 6 ) 
( 7 )  
wh er e  VFid_ i s  th e  VFI r egulated by GIT di sten sion . K nowl edg e  of rate 
of ex cr etio n  at 1 th day ( RO�) , rate of di sapp ear anc e  due to dig esti on 
and ab sorp ti on ( RODJ) , p erc en t  dry matter dig esti b ili ty (DD) of f eed 
and gu t  fill in dry matter ( G Fdry) i s  requi r ed to estimate V� fr om 
eq uati on 7 .  
Gut fill data fran th e li tera ture ar e li sted in tabl e  2 .  A 
mu1 tipl e r egre ssion analy si s was mad e to estimate we t  g ut f ill 
( g/kg w-73 ) , wh er e  ind ep end en t  vari abl es were p erc ent cru de fi b er ,  
degr ee of maturi ty and an in teracti on term b etwe en p erc ent cru de fi b er 
and degr ee of aturi ty. The regre ssi on m odel wa s Y = a + b1C1 + b2Dj 
+ bJCD:l_ j wh ere 
Y is the estimated we t  gu t  fill ( /kg w• ?J ) 
a is th e  i nterc ep t  wh en all ind ep enden t  vari abl es are z ero 
bi c
1 
i s  th e par ti al  regres si on ef ect on the i th pe rcen t 
cru de fi b er in di et 
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TABLE 2. G UT  FILL ( G/KG W• 73 ) .AFFEI:T ED BY PERCmT C RUDE FIBER 
IN DIETS AND DEGREE OF MATURITY OF STFERS 
C rude 
fiber Degree of 
Gut in diet maturity Live 
fill �CF�
a 
�OOMl C F  x DCM weight �e Reference 
cJ (kg) (month ) 
736 24. o .275b 6. 60 227.9 Haecker (1920) 
907 23.9 . 329b 7. 86 272. 8  
789 23.1 .343b 7.92 316. 7 
7 82 21.6 . 437b 9. 44 363.0 
733 21.7 . 493b 10.70 408. 9  
659 22. 4 .547b 12.25 4 53.9 
639 22. 2  .601b 13.34 499 . 0 
521 21.5 .656b 14.10 544. J  
652 22.9 .71ob 16.26 589.7 
718 23.0 . 765b 17.60 635. 0 
602 19.2 . 82ob 15. 74  680. 4 
659 13. 8 .175c 2.42 204.9 5 Moult on et al. 
7 09  lJ. 8 .282° J .89 206.2 8 (1922&) -
522 13. 8 . 348C 4.80 323. 8 10 
586 13.8 . J67C 5. 06 313.3 10. 6  
607 lJ. 8  . 567° 7. 82 517. 1 17. 7  
519 13. 8  .637c 8.79 526.2 20.9 
573 lJ.8 . 84oc 11. 59 743. 4  33. 6 
4 50 lJ.8 . 876C 12. 09 690.? 38. 7  
415 lJ.8 . 880° 12.14 842. 8  39 . 5 
594 13. 8 .909c 12. 54 853 . 0 44.5 
485 lJ. 8 .9240 12.75 883.5 4 7.0 
a Perc ent crude .fiber in diet was estimated from t ables of N.R.C. 
(19io). 
Degree of maturity was calculated by dividing live weight by 
estima ted mature weight. Estimated mature wei ght was considered to 
be  830 kg, since each weight class included varying numbers of steers 
f rom  Angus, Herefo rd and Shorthorn breeds. 
c Degree of maturity was estimated f rom. regression equation, IXM = 
.007 + .3566 x (lonoAge)2. This regressi on equation was developed 
using data reported by Brody (1945 ). Coef ficient of d etermination 
as socia ted with this predicti on equation was .943. 
b2Dj is  the partial regression effect on the jth degree ot 
maturity ot cattle 
b3CDf. j is  the partial regression effect on the interaction 
term of the ith percent crude fiber with the jth degree 
ot maturity. 
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To estimate GFdry from wet gut fill, the percent dry matter in 
gut fill was required. Data ( table J )  fran. Bines and Davey (1970) were 
used for a simple linear regression analysis to estimate percent dry 
niatter of gut fill, where the independent variab1e was common 
logarithll of percent crude fiber of diet • 
.B!z Matter Digestibility 
Data from several experiments ( table 4 )  were used in si ple 
linear regression analysis to estimate the percent dry matter digesti­
bility ( DD) of various feeds, where CF was an independent variable • 
.!!!:!, £! Excretion gt_ Digesta .!! Feces 
Review of literature concerning excretion rate of digesta 
(Balch, 1950 ; Blaxter tl .!!• , 1961 ;  C•pling and Freer, 1966; Campllng 
.!1 .!!• , 1961 ; Castle , 1956) indicated that (1 ) the cumulative percent 
excretion of various feeds followed a sigmoid curve , (2) the excretion 
curves for various feeds were common in respect that the first 5i 
excretion occurred slowly, then from 5� to Bo,C the curves rose rapid1y 
and thereafter the curves gradually flattened and ( J) the rate of 
excretion bee e slower as the percent crude fiber ot feed increased. 
TABLE J . PER'.:ENT D RI  MA'M'ER O F  GUT FILL AND PE 1CENT 
CRUDE FIBER IN D I ET8-
Percent dry matter C rude fiber in diet 
Before meal After meal Mean % log (CF) 
7 .9 
9 . 2  
10. J  
10.6 
ll. 2 




ll . 2  
12.6 
12 . 8  
8 .05 . 905796 
16 . 2 2  1. 210051 
2 5. 24 1. 402089 
J2 . 47 1 . 511482 




TABLE 4 .  D RY  MATl'ER D IGE STIBILITY Ci) AND PERCENT 






2 4 .J 
21 . 4 
44.7  
5 . 3 
10 . 5  
17 . J  
22.4  
26 .5  
Jl .5 
32 • .5 
25 . 2  
16. 2  
{�} 
ao. o  
57 .6  
67. 4 
4J . 7  
8 8 .0  
78 .0  
70.0 
64 .0  
57. 5  
61. 8 
S t obo et a1. ( 1966) 
C ampling and Freer ( 1966) 
J ahn !! .!!· ( 1970) 
8 .1  
40 .9 urea 8 
40.9 
55 .1  
59 .1  
69 .1 
80.6 
47 . 3 
39 .J 
a Urea was added through rumen fi stula. 
Bines and Davey (1970) 
Campling .!.i .!!• (1962 ) 
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T he p ro cedure illu str ate d  by C rox to n  !! _!!. ( 1967 ) w as u sed to 
_ exp ress the cumul ative p er cen t ex cre ti on rate in th e  tom of a Gomp ertz 
c urve .  Th e  Gomp er tz curve form ul a w as Y � k al)l wh ere 
Y is the estim ated ( depend en t  var iabl e) cumu1ative per cen t 
ex cre tion 
k is a con stan t rep resen ting the upp er lim it 
a is a con stan t whi ch pe rm! ts Y to b e  any va1 ue from the 
upp er l i11li t of k to the lowe r l imi t of z ero 
b i s  a con stan t i ndi cating the r ate of in cre ase wi th each 
co ded X valu e 
X is the ind ep en den t var iab le coded from O to 14 in this 
study. 
Data avai lab le in the literatur e fo r f itting the Gomp ertz c urve were 
co ded O to 14 by dividing the to tal tim e tak en from 2<1' ex cretion to 
100� ex cretion of dig esta a s  f ec es in to 14 eq ua1 inte rv al s  ( tabl e 5 ) .  
Th e  15 • ean cumul ative ex cretion p erc en tag es and X v al ues in tab le 5 
we re used to o b tain th e  g en eral cum u.l ati ve ex cretion eq uation ( GCEE) 
of dig esta. Th e  GCEE can b e  used fo r v ario us f eed stuff s if th e tim e 
in ho ur s p er x' ( Hx )  and th e  ti111e in ho urs ( Hr )  tak en from f eeding to 
exc reting ini tial 2/1> c an  be define d. Li near reg ression an aly sis of 
the data in tab le 6 w as used to estim ate Hx to r var io us f eeds, wh ere 
the ind epend en t  va riabl e w as p erc en t  crud e fi be r  (C F) of f eed. Dat a  
c ite d  in tab le 7 we re  use d to e stim ate Hr, wh ere th e  ind ep end en t  
va ri ab le w as p erc en t  cru de fibe r of die t. 
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TABLE .5 .  CODED X VALUES FRCM O TO 14 AND CUMULATIVE PERCEBT EXCRETION 


















Cumulative percent excretion ot dige sta 



































56 . 5  
68 
19 . 5  
86 .s 







a Dat a trcn Bal ch (1950). 
Length 0£ time 






TABLE 6. L ENG TH O F  TIME PER CODED I (H x) AND 
PERCENT C RUDE FIBER OF DIET 








C ampling and Freer (1966) 
B alch (1950 ) 
a E timated percent crude fiber. C oncentra te  with 2of, c rude protein 
for lact ating d airy cows assumed to  be c p osed of 3� wh ating, 20� 
decorti cated cotton seed mea1, 4? .5� maize mea1 and 2. 5� miner al and 
salt. These proportions ot ingredients re estimated v ues. 
b Orchard h ay with full bloom wa s conside red to be  the mead ow hay 
reported by B alch (1950). 
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TABLE 7 .  TIME IN HOURS (Hrl TAKEN FRCM FEEDING TO mE TIME OF EXCRETING 
2'/, AND 5� DIGFm'A AHD PERCENT CRUDE FIBER OF DIET 
Time taken Time taken 
C rude tor 2� tor 5� 
Feeds fiber excretion excretion Reference 
cJ) (hour s) (hours) 
Dried gra ss 21 . 4  19.6 •  25 C ampllng and 
Oat straw 44.7 2a. 3• 36 Freer (1966) 
H ay  35. ab 20 26 B a1ch (1950)  
Concentrate 5 . 6° 16 20 
a 2$, excretion tiae was estimated by aultiplying S� excretion time 
by .785 ( Balch, 1950 ). b Estimated percent crude fiber a s  b in table 6 .  
c Estima ted percent crude fiber aa a in table 6 . 
� � Digesti on 
Bines and Davey (1970) and Topps ,!! .!!• (1968)  expressed rate o t  
dry matter digestion a s  proportion digested ot all digestible dry 
ma tter ot teed at  ditt"erent locations ot the digestive system. Topps 
et .!!• ( 1968 ) reported that 69 and 31� of total digestible dry aatter 
of concentrate wre digested in the torestomach and intestine, respec­
tively, and 6 7  and 33� ot total digestible dry matter of hay diet were 
dige•ted in the tore stomach and intestine , respectively. Bines and 
Davey ( 1970) found t hat average retention time of tood in the rumen 
and hind gu t re 76 and 2� ot"  total retention ti.lie of the digestive 
system, respectively, and 71 and � of total dry matter digestion 
occurred in the rumen and hind gu t ,  respectively. A t  the end of ean 
retention tiae, 10� ot digestible dry attar waa dige sted. 
When it  waa a ssamed tha t teed particles !ed a t  one feeding 
traveled t ogether throughou t  the digestive system, th  ra te o! dry 
aatter digestion ( RDD) could be expres sed as f ollows : 
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RO� = ( 8 )  
where ROJli is  estimated rate of digestion ( dependent variable ) •  varying 
frcn O to 1 with O indicating no dry matter digestion and 1 indicating 
10� digestion ot digestible dry matter:  a ia the intercept when 
independent variables are zero ; b1 is the partial linear regression of 
ROD on retention time ( RT1 )  expressed as a percent or mean retention 
time (MRT) and b2 x CFj i s  the partial linear �gression e ffect of ROD 
on the jth percent crude fiber of diets .  
An equation was obtained fraa a multiple regression analysis by 
using data in table 8. The dependent variable was percent digested of 
total digestible dry matter of feed and the independent variables were 
percent retention tillle divided by mean retention time of the feed and 
percent crude fiber of diet. 
Unfortunately, teed particles from one feeding travel throughout 
the GIT with different speeds . resulting in feed reaching different 
locations ot the digestive system within a given length ot time after 
feeding and excretion as feces over a period of several days. There­
fore , the MRT developed by Castle (1956 ) does not ac curately- estimate 
the rate of digestion when excretion rate of f d particles of one 
feeding was differentiated with GCEE cu • Partial. me an retention 
time (PMRT) was developed to be used in place of RT of equation 8 and 
was defined &8 the ean retention time of :feed particles of' one feeding 
within certain intervals of time f"ran feeding to excretion time . MRT 
developed by Castle (1956 ) referred to the average retention time of 
feed xcreted from O to 10� of excretion curve as shown in diagram A 
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TABLE 8 .  P ERCF}.T OF RETENTION TIME TO MEAN RE'm1TI ON TIME (�  RT/MRT) 
AN D  P EICENT DIGESTED TO TO T.AL DIGESTIBLE D RY  MA'rl'ER OF 
FEEDS VA RYING IN CRUDE .FIBE R CONTENTS 8 
Percent digested 
of t otal 
Crude dige stible 
fiber RT,MR T dr.z matter 
cJ) ( ) 
)2 . 47 72 .7 60 . 4  
)2 . 47  100.0 100.0  
25. 25 79 . 3  69 .0 
25 . 25 100.0 100.0  
16.22 80. 9  74 . 4  
16.22 100.0 100.0 
B. 05 68. 8  80. 6  
8.05 100.0 100.0  
a Data from Bines and D avey (1970) . 
of figure l .  PMRT tor one feeding can b e  expressed tor different 
periods such as PMR T0-100• PMRT0-50 and PMR TS0-100• PMR T0-1 00 is 
identic a1 to M R T  of Castle ( 1956 )  except for the differences in 
calculating methods as shown in di agrams A and B of f igu re 1 .  PMRT0-50 
referred to the mean retention ti11e of feed particles excreted from 0 
to S� of excretion cu rve (diagr am C of figure 1 )  and PMRT50-100 
referred to the mean retention time o f  feed particles excreted from 50 
to 10� of excretion curve (diagram D of  figure 1) . Placing PMRT1- j 
in the position of M R T of equation 8 res  ted in equation 9 as follows : 
RT1 x 100 
RODj_ = a + bi x PMRTi + b2 x CF -j  (9) 
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(d iagram Bl 
Area B 
1 20 140 160 v L---:...._0 _  _.40..._eJ _G
.._
◊-�8--:--0-i 0'-0 �1�2-=-0-1..i...•l0-1-60 
(diogrom C) {d i agram DI 
1 00 
Area D 
0 ...._ __ 20--.::-o_ ..... so,.__s
-'-
o-1�0-o-1.!..20--'1 d-O----J1 60 20 40 60 80 100 1 20 140 160 
Tim� ofter f eed ing ( hour s ) 
Di agram A. MRT was e sti1"1.:1ted front the ' R' value which w� s proportional 
to the a?-a a. to the le ft of the curve , which ;ms c alculatec! 
by addi ng to�ather the times of excretion fro.� 5 to 95� at 
intervals of 10� , t aken fro� the graph, and dividing the 
sum ( R) by 10 . 
Di agra.'1'1 B. 
Di agram c .  
Di agrazn D. 
R 
10 
(Castle • 1956 ) 
PMRT0-100 (partial rr.e an retention time of  feed P c1rticle s 
excreted frcm O to 100; of  excrctlon curve ) was· e stimated 
by dividing k oa B by the difference between 100 and oi 
of  cumulative percent exc rstion. 
PHRTo-so 
Ar� a  D = ---
100-50 
fi gure l .  Metho:is o .... estL�n.t1.r1r:, . e .;1 n  rt; te nti -:n ti , e (..RT )  da7eloped 
by Ca�tlA (1)56 ) :tn :L bg ;, 1 t1. d of Jst .P- tir�g a1 ti a.l 
e a. 1  r": l.Cnt� on t me ( Pt·L-'.!.° )  tn  � i ., Jrr .. :,::- 13 ,  .C at.d D. 
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Re sul ts_!!!! Di sc ussi on 
� Reg ulate d � C hem ostatic and/ or Therm ostatic M ec hanism s ( VFip ) 
Th e  resul t  of li n ear reg res si on analy si s of estimating p� si o­
l ogic al demand f or ene rgy ( En ergypn) i s  shown i n  tab l e  9 .  En ergy i n take 
at ad ll bi tum feeding dec reased line arly ( r2 = • 987 )  with the advanc e 
i n  deg ree of maturi ty ( OOM) . Th e  fi rst 28 dqs of the p ostwe aning  
p eri od i n  the data f' ran &!1 th _!! .!!• (1976 )  w as n ot i nclu ded i· n the 
reg ressi on anal.y si s, because i t  w as c on si dered that feed i n tak e  during 
t he fi rst 28 day s afte r weaning migh t have b een depre ssed by reason of 
adap ting to a diff ere n t f eeding system. H odg son ( 1971 ) in dicated tha t 
it t ook J we ek s  f' or c alve s  to deve l op m os t  c hang es i n  the relative 
wei ght s of' th e  ali men tary tract arxl the ir conte n ts afte r we aning . Th e  
reg ressi on eq uati on (10 )  devel op ed to estimate En ergypn i s  shown i n  
t abl e 9 .  
Eq uati on 1 dev el op ed t o  estim ate VFI whe n c hemostatic and/ or 
th erm ost atic mec hanisn s reg ul ate was : 
VFI _ F.ll ergypo P - En ergytM 
Sinc e Ene rgypo = 424 . 1  - 265 .6 x DOM ( f rom tabl. e 9) , VFip can b e  
estim ated f rom eq uati on ll as f oll ow s: 
VFI = 424 . l  - 265 .6 x DOM p En ergypo 
m Regul ated � Di sten si on 2!. ill (VFLi) 
Result s  of reg ressi on analyses of esti mating gut fill 
(1 ) 
(11 ) 
( g/kg w- 73 ) ,  dry m atte r dig esti bility of v ario us f eeds ,  p erc ent dry 
matt er i n  gut fill , Hx i n  Ge.EE, rat e of dig esti on ( ROD) and HI are 
� 1" · · � -f '.'. i !: , . : 1  
TABLE 9 .  RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSES OF ESTIMATING ENERGYpn, GUT FILL (G/KG w-73 ) ,  PERCENT DRY 
MATTER ( rM) IN GUT FILL, PERCENT DRY MATTER DIGESTIBILITY OF VARIOUS FEEDS ( DD) , Hx IN GCEE, 
RATE OF DIGE;STION (ROD} AND TIME IN HOURS (H1)  TAKEN FRCM FEEDING TO 
EXCRETING INITIAL 2i OF DIGESTA 
Dependent variables N• r2 Intercept 
Energyp0 7 .987 424.1 
Gut fill ( g/kg w•73 ) 22 .7208 359 .9  
Percent dry matter 4 .986 4. 58 
in gut fill 
Percent IM digesti- 16 .934 88. 0 
bility ( DD) 
Hx or GCEE 4 .962 3. 4 
ROD of digeata 8 . 8729 . 191 
H1 for 2� excretion 4 .?74 lJ . 8  









Regression coefficients Equation 
CF x DOM RT/MR'J.d nU111ber Log10CF DQMC 
-- -265 . 6  -- -- 10 
-- -- -15. 0 -- 12 
5 .54 -- -- -- lJ 
-- -- -- -- 14 
-- -- -- -- 15 
-- -- -- 1 . 08 16 
-- -- -- -- l? 
b Percent crude fiber in diets. 
c Degree ot maturity. 
d Percent of retention time ( time in hours from the time of feeding to present time ) to mean 
retention time of feeds . 
e R2. 
.. i , ,  l ,  




shown in tabl e 9. W et gu t fill inc reased l in early w1 th p erc en t  crude 
:f ib er ( CF) of f eeds and dec rea sed lin early with deg ree or m atu ri ty of 
ste ers (al = . 720 ) .  p erc en t  dry m atter dig estibili ty decre sed lin early­
wi th the inc rease in crude f ib er of f eeds ( r2 = . 934 ) and p erc en t  dry 
ma tter i n  gu t fill incr ea sed linea rly wi th comm on l ogari thm of p erc en t  
cru de fib er of f eeds ( r2  = . 986 ). Hx of GCEE and Hr of f eed inc reased 
line a rly wi th the inc rea se in p erc en t  c rude fib er, wh ere r2 valu es were 
. 962 and . 774 , resp ec tiv ely. Rate of dig estion inc re a sed l in ea rly as 
RT/MRT app roach ed 100 and dec reas ed a s  CF of diet inc rea sed ( R2  = . 872). 
The number of ob servat ions used in th e reg ressi on analyses w as small , 
esp ecially for p erc ent dry m atter of gu t fill , Hx of GCEE and Hr :f or 2% 
excr etion shown in ta bl e 9. 
GCEE fi tted to th e  Gomp ertz c urve wa s RO� = 100 x ( . 025 ) (. 6JJ4 )X 
wh ere X w as th e c oded valu es f ro• 0 to 14. GCEE w a  n ot develop ed to 
estill ate cumula tiv e  p erc en t  exc retion a t  Xi_ b ut to estima te the 
cumu1a tiv e p erc en t excre tion at th e end of i th day after :f eeding. 
The refore, GCEE wa s exp ressed such tha t  p rovi ding th e number of day s  
and CF in di et w oul d resul t in th e  estima ti on ot cumul ti v e  p erc en t  
exc retio n a s  f oll ow s: 
DAY1 x 24 - Hr Sinc e X = Hx 
, Hx = J. 4 + . 145 :x CF and 
HI = lJ. 8  + . 267 x C F, 
ROEi j = 100 x . 025•6334 
DAYi x 24 - 13. 8  - . 26? x C Fj ( J .4 + .145 x CFj ) 
wh ere DAY1 i s  the i th day after f eeding ,  DAY1 :x 24 ( hour s) i s  th e 
( 18 )  
numbe r of hours from the time of feeding to the e nd  of  ith day and 
DAY1 x 24 - Hr is  the nUJllber of hours from the ti of 2� excretion 
t o  the end of ith day. Since excretion is considered to start at Hr , 
ROEi j  or equation 18 should be set to zero when DAY1 x 24 <Hr. The 
e stimated cumulative percent excretion ot digesta for 7 1/2 d ays art.er 
feeding and for diets varying in crude fiber contents from 5 to 45i 
c alculated fran equation 18 are shown in figure 2.  
The mathematical equation fo r estimating partia1 mean retention 
time ( PMRT) i s  as follows ( figure J ) :  
PMRT Area A + Area B Y1 - y j = y j - Yi 
= Area A + Area B Yj - Y1 Yj - Yi 
_ H + Area B - I Yj - Yi 
where Y j > Yi and Y j and Y1 are the cum.ulati ve percent excretion at 
Are a  B given Xj and ½_ or GCEE, respectively. Coded X value , 
Yj _ y1
, was 
multiplied by the number or  hours in e ach unit or X ( Hx ) as f'ollows : 
PMRTyj - Yi
= Hr + Area B x Hx 
. Yj - Yi 
PMRTy = H + Area B (2•4 + • 145 x CF) (19 )  j - Y1 I Yj - Y1 
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Figure 2. Estimated cunulative percentage excretion or digesta for various  diets. 
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Are a  C can be estima ted from the definite integral of GCEE as follows : 
Area C = ( Xj(lOO x • 025. 63J4l) dX 
) 11  
�0 
( 
x .. v = log . 6334 log . 6J34 + (log . 025) x . 6JJq,-
+ (log . 025)2 x . 6334 2X + (log . 025)
3 x . 6334JX 
2 X 2t J X ) 1  
(log . 025}n x . 6334?11 
]
Xj 
+ • • •  + n x n '  • 
Xi_ 
( 20 }  
where n = oo • .An arbitrary decision was made tha t Area C is approxi­
m ately equal to equati on 21 based on the fact th at the amount of 
additional contribution to Area C from the terms of n > 9 was less 
th an .51, of t rue Area C. Therefore, 
.Are C � 100 a � log .6334 (10g . 6JJ4l + ( log . 025 ) x . 6JJ4X 
+ (log • 025 )
2 x • 633421 
2 X 2! + • • •  
+ (log . 025 )
9 x . 63349X J 
Xj 
9 X 9 !  xt 
The steps of estimating VF'Icl are summarized a s  follows : 
Area C = log _6334 (log . 6JJ4X) + (1og . 025) x . 6334,X 
. 1 00 
( 
+ (log . 025)
2 x . 63342X 
2 X 21 + • • • 
�log . 022 )9 x . 6JJ!PX 1 :� + 9 X 9 1  J -i 
where Xj = 14 and o < Xi < 14. 
( 21 )  
(21 )  
Are a  B :: Yj x Xj - Yi x 11 - Area C 
where Yj = 100 and Yi = 100 x . 025. 6)J4Xi . 
PMRTyi = H 
+ J. 4  + . 145 x CF Ar B - y j I y j - Y1 
x ea 
D.AY1 x 24 ROJlik = .191 - .46 x CFk + 1 .  08 x PMRTy 1 - Yj 
GFdry = ( J.59. 9  + 2J . 4 x CF - 15 x C F  x DCM )  
X ( 4. 58 + .5.54 x lo�oCF)/100 
6 , 
( DAY1 X 24 - 13 . 8 - . 267 x CF)c) R0Euc = 100 X . 025• 3:3 J J.4 + . 145 x CFk 
DD = 88. 0 - 1. 047 x CF  
GF
dry 
VF'Id = n L (1  - ROEik ) x (1  - RODi.k x DD) 





V� estimated from the procedure above i s  the voluntary teed 
intake frOlll feeding 5 hours a day. Kilogr dr., matter intake per dq 
varied with frequency ot feeding. Bines and Davey (1970) obaerYed that 
cattle fed tor 24 hours a day consuaed 148� and 10.5� ot dry matter 
consumption by cattle fed 5 hours dq on a 10°-' concentrate di t 
and on a .50� concentrate diet , respectively. which indicates that the 
reduction i n  dry matter intake due to limited hours or feeding per 
day increased as the proportion ot concentrate in diet increased. 
Regression analysis w s used to develop equation 2J using data reported 
by Kohrman .!_! .!!• (1959 ) ,  C pbell and M rilan (1961 ) and Bines and 
Davey (1970) .  The dependent variable (Y) was dry atter conSW11ption 
of cattle red 24 hours a day expressed as percent of dry matter intake 
or c attle fed 5 to 8 hours a day, and t independent variable was the 
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common logarithm of percent crude fiber of diet .  The resulting equation 
( r2 = . 84) )  was : 
Y = 213. 8  - 79 . 8  x loglO CF ( 23 ) 
Therefore , VFid from feeding 24 hours a day was estimated by the 
converting factor ( Y) from equation 23 times equation 7 as follows : 
= n y 
� 
X I5o 
L.._ (1 - RO�) x (� - RODi_ x DD) 
1 = 1 
Breed Differences in VFI --
( 24) 
Karue .!1 .!!• (1972 ) reported that Zebu type cattle had higher 
VFI than British breeds on roughage diets . On the contrary, on high 
concentrate diets British breeds had higher VFI than Brahman and 
Brahman-Briti sh crosses ( Rogerson _!! !!• • 1968 : Frisch and Varcoe , 
1969 : Ledger � .!:!• , 1970 ) .  It was interpreted that Briti sh b reeds 
might have higher physiological demand for energy and lower capacity 
for roughage than Brahman and Brahman cross es .  Bec ause of thi s 
interaction of breeds with quality of feeds on VFI , breed differences 
in  roughage intake were dealt with separately fran the breed di ffer­
ences in intake of high concentrate diet . 
Breed Di fferences � VFip ( BDvFip) . Analysi s of data from !inith 
!.!: .!!• ( 1976 ) indic ated that there were significant differences (P <. 05 )  
in feed intake among se�en breed groups ( table 10 ) .  The breed differ­
ences in VFip were expressed as the ratio of feed intake of each breed 
group to the mean feed intake of Angus and Hereford as shown in table ll. 
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TABLE 10. LEAST SQ UARES ANALYS I S  OF V ARIANC E FO R  THE E FFECTS OF 







Year x breed 
Year x replicates 
Breed x rep1ica tes 
DCMh (line ar) 
DOM (quadra tic) 
DC»! (cubic) 
Rem ainder 
* P < . 05 • 













a Nonsi gnific ant. 
b DClf refers to degree of maturi ty of cattle. 
Me an square 
6374.679 *** 







5 3 8.947• 
102.494 
TABLE 11. B REED  D IFFE�ES IN FEED INTAKE ON HIGH CONCENTRATE D IET S &  
Breedsb Feed intakeC BDvFI d p 
H X H, A X  A no. 86 1.000 
H X A, A X  H 113.98 1.028 
C X H, C X A lll.20 1.003 
J X H, J X A 112.50 1.015 
SD X H,  SD X A ns.10 1.03 8 
� X H, � X A ll6.10 1.047 
L X H, L X A 109.60 .989 
a Data fran �i th et al. (1976). 
b H = Here.ford, A ;-Angus, C = Charol ais, J = Jersey, SD = South 
Devon, Sm = Simnental and L = Limou sin. 
c Gr ams dry ma tter per kg me tab olic weight (W• 73 ). 
d Breed diffe rence in V Fip, expressed a s  a ratio  to the aver age of H X H and .A. X A. 
Bree d Differe n ce s  � VF!ci ( BDvFi d) . Breed differe n ce s  i n  fee d 
i n take whe n the di ste n sion of G IT regulates were ob serve d i n  the stu dy 
by JU1ee B on d  (pe rso nal camn uni ca ti on ) , whe re al1 rough age di e ts were 
fe d to five breeds. B ree d di ffere n ce s  we re expre sse d  as the rati o of 
fee d i n take of e ach bree d to the mean of fou r breed s a s  shown in 
tab le 12 . 
C on si de ri ng the re search rf'l sul ts by Cal low ( 19 61 )  indi cating no 
bree d di ffe re n ce s  i n  gu t  fill ( g/kg w- 73 ) ,  the b ree d diffe re n ce s  i n  
roughage i n take i n  table 12 migh t have bee n cau sed by b ree d  di ffe r­
e n ce s  i n  rate of di ge sti on a n d  ra te of ex creti on of roughage . 
Rel ati on ship Be twee n VFi
p 
and VFici 
Vo lun tary tee d i n take can be e stim ate d by equations 11 and 24. 
Whe n the e stima te d VFip and VFld are no t equ al., the smalle r one was 
con si de re d to be the true vo luntary fee d i n take ( VFi t)• VFi t wil l be 
100 g if VF'Ici i s  100 g/k g W• 73 an d VFip i s  120 g/kg w- ?3 b ecau se the 
capaci ty of GI T to di stend i s  l owe r  than the phy si ol ogi cal demand fo r 
e ne rgy .  If satie ty sig nal cane s  f ran GI T di ste n si on fi rst bef ore 
phy si ol ogi cal. demand fo r e ne rgy i s  sati sfied, VFi t wi ll be equal to 
V Fici, while , i f  i nhi bi tory sign al ori ginate d from. chemo static am/or 
therm ostati c  fi rst, V Fi t will be the same as VFip• Whe n VFici i s  equal 
to VFip • the dry matte r intake wi l  be the maximum • 
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. Si n ce the p roce ss of es tima ting VFi t 1 s  rat he r te di ou s, 
e spe ci ally  i n  the e sti ma ti on of VFici , a compu ter p rog ram was writte n to 
be use d  in e stim ati ng VFi t fo r cattle varying i n  degree of maturi ty and 
bree d type and f ed on differe n t  die ts. V p , v�. VFi t and e nergy 













� Jam es B oixl (p er son al comm�n:. � ati o�). 
Numbe r of ste er s. 
Feed -in tak ec BDvFicid 
100. 6  .901 
lll.. 8 1. 002 
l16.9 1. 047 
ll6.l  1. 040 
lll. 6  1. 000 
c G r  s dry m atte r  p er kg m etab oli c  weigh t ( w- 7J ). 
d Breed ditt erenc e in VF'Id, exp re ssed as a rati o to th e  m ean. 
e Angu s w as n ot inc luded in cal.cul.ating me an  t e d  in take becau se 
or aall number or ste er s involve d. 
in tak e  t or ste ers of six diff eren t d eg rees of m aturl ty f ed on 10 
diff eren t  di ets were es tim ated. In the caaputer estima ti on BDVFip 
and BDvFid were . 980 am 1. 000 , re spe ctiv ely. Th e  estim ated VFip and 
VFici a.re shown in figure 4 and th e es tim ated VFI a.rd ene rgy in tak e  are 
sh own in fi gure 5. E stim ated VFip va.lu es f rom qu ati on l incre ased 
curvi linear ly as th e  ene rgy densi ty of die t  d ecre a sed ( figure 4). 
Es timate d  VFict va lu es decre ased cum.line a rly as the crud e fibe r di ets 
increa sed. The s e cu rvilineari ti es ot VFip and VFici re n ot in 
agre em en t  with th e linearity sugg este d by Mon tgan ery am B aumgard t 
( 1965 ). The i nter secti on of � and VF1<! as sh own in figure 4 i s  
th e p oin t at wbi ch t eed in tak e  i s  regu late d both by GI T distensi on and 
chem oa tati c and/ or th erm ostati c  me chani t th e  a e ti • and at 
thie p oin t the maxim dry ma tte r  in tak e  occu rs. 
Maxi Wll dry atter in take occur red on di ets w1 th 2. 81 ,  2. 76 ,  
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Figure 4. Estimated VF'Ip and VF¼ for ca
ttle of six different degrees of maturity 
fed various diets . 
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Figure 5 .  Estim ated VFit and � etaboliz tble ene rgy int ake f'or cattle of 
six different degrees  of maturity fed various diets . 
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atter for cattle with . J ,  . 4, . 5 , . 6, .7  and . 8  degree or maturity, 
respectively. McCullough (1969 )  has observed a similar result from an 
experiment in which younger cattle tended to achieve maximum feed intake 
on diets with higher energy density, while older cattle had maximum 
feed intake on diets w1 th lower energy density.  
Summary 
Data i'raa James Bond (personal c011D1unication) • Smith � .!!• 
( 1976) and f'rom the literature were analyzed to develop a mathematical 
model to estimate voluntary feed intake (VFI) of cattle varying in age 
and breed and f'ed rations varying in energy density and/or crude fiber 
content of' diet . 
The concept ot relationship between teed intake ,  energy intake • 
energy density of diet and controlling mechanisms presented in the 
graphical model by Montg0111ei-y and Baumgardt (1965 }  was adopted. 
A mathematical equation was developed to e stimate VFI regu1ated 
by physiological demand for energy (VFip) where VFip vaa varied with 
degree of maturity ot c attle and energy density or diets. Regression 
analysis indicated that kcal etabollzable energy per kg tabolic 
weight (kcal ME/kg w• 73) decreased as degree of maturity or cattle 
increased. It was interpreted that the decrease in energy intake per 
kg metabolic weight was due to decrease in physiological. d arr:i for 
energy with aging. 
Another m thematica1 equation was derived to • timate VFI 
controlled by gastrointestinal tract ( GIT ) diaten ion (VFI.ci) based on 
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the r ate of disappearance of dige ta from G IT. T he r ate or disappe ar­
an ce varied with rate ot dige stion, r ate of excreti on of undigested 
m ateri al ,  dry matter digestibili ty of feed s and gu t fill in  dry matter . 
Rate of digestion incre ased linearly with the increase of re tention 
time of digesta in GIT expressed as a percent of partial mean rete ntion 
time (PMRT ) of unexcreted dig sta. Rate of digesti on al so increased aa 
the percent crude fiber in diet d"cre ased . 
P arti a1  me an retention time (PMRT) developed in this study w as 
defined as mean retenti on time of feed particles f rom one feeding 
excreted together within a certain r ange of time , while M R'!'  developed 
by C astle (1956) referred to the me an retenti on time of al l  feed 
par ticle s f rom one feeding .  Rate of excretion v arying with percent 
crude fiber of diets and retenti on tiae of food was e stim ated fran an 
equ ation fitted to the Gompertz curve. 
VFip w as the e stim ated VF! whe n chem ost atic and/or thermostatic 
mechanisms regul ated the feed intake , and V� w as the estimated VFI 
when distensi on of GIT was the controlling mechani sm of feed intake . 
The de ci si on of which estimate is  VFit was made by canp aring the VFip 
with VFici• When VFip is  le as than V'Fld, VFip i s  th VFit and , when 
VFip is  l arger than VFici, VF'Id is the estim ted VFit• 
Becau se of the inter acti on be tween breeds and di ts on feed 
in take , b reed difference s in feed intake were expressed in two 
separ ate w ays as breed difference s in VFip ( BDvFip) and breed differ­
ence s  in V Fid ( BDvFld). BDvFzp w as expressed as a r atio to the mean 
of Angu s and He reford breed s ,  and BDvFL:l w as expressed as a r atio to 
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the mean of several breeds involved in  this study. These breed differ­
ence factora aultiply either VFid or VFip in  order to predict voluntary 
feed intake or a particular breed. otherwise , the estimated VFip will 
be the average of He ford and Angus breeds , and VF'Ici will be the 
average of several breeds involved. 
A computer program to estimate VFit for various breeds of cattle 
with different degrees of maturity- fed varying diets is available . 
S �TIO N I I  
EFFICIEtCY OF MET LIZABLE ENEIDY CONVERSION TO BO DY GAIN 
Introduction 
The c oefficient of metabolizable ener gy utilizati on for 
·fattening (kf) recanmended by A. R.C. (1965) varies with energy den sity 
of diet. H owever, there have been research repor ts suggesting that 
level of p rotein in diets ( Pe terson !! .!:!•• 19?3 ; Titu s  and Fri tz, 
1971) and age of animal ( Ritzman and Colovos , 1943) affect the 
efficien cy of energy utilization for fattening. Meanwhile , all the 
existi ng feeding systems supply only the information in regard to the 
optimum level of protein in diet. 
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The purposes of this study were to examine the effect of protein 
l evel i n  diet and degree of m turi ty on kf values and to develop a 
multiplicative factor to adjust kf va1ues rec ommended by A. R . C .  (1965). 
Procedures and Source E.f � 
Th ere have been no rese arch da ta from which effe ct of protein 
and ener gy density of diet on kf value can be ex ined. at the s e 
time. Resea rch by Peters on tl .!!• (1973 )  was perfonned wi th  160 
Angus x Hereford steers fed 16 diets ( four energy levels x four 
protein levels ). However , the energy reten ti on in empty body at the 
beginning and at the end of each experime ntal peri od w s n ot e sured. 
Thus, the estimation of calorific value of g ain and/or the est ation 
of kf were n ot possibl e. 
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By using equations recamnended by A. R. C .  ( 1965) in regard to the 
calorific value of gain and km, predicted kt values tor 16 groups ot 
steers were estimated based on the feed intake and live weight changes 
in several periods. These estimated kr va1ues are listed in table 1J. 
The estimated kr values of diets were expressed as a ratio to the mean 
kt ot four iso-energetic diet w1 th various protein levels and shown 
in table 14. In other words , the kr values listed in table 14 are the 
kr values expressed as ratio to the kr of diets wi th 13 .33� crude 
protein on a dry matter basis and with equal energy levels . 
The model of multiple regression analysi s (Draper and Smith, 
1968) was Yi jk1 = a + b1Di + b2of + b)Pj + b4,Pj + b5� + b6� + h?DPij 
� 2 2 + baDEiic + �DPEJ.jk + bioDP1'.iJ.jk + b11C1 + b12C1 + bJ.30Cu + b14n=u 
where 
Yijkl is the estimated multiplicative adjusting factor of 
kr ccording to age or animal and protein level or 
diets 
a is the intercept when all independent vari ables are zero 
b1Df is the partial regression effect on the ith degree of 
maturity where degree or maturity is current weight 
divided by expected mattire weight 
2 b2DJ. is the partial regression eff ct on the quadratic 
or the i th degree of maturity 
b3P j is the partial regression effect on the jth percent 
protein ot diet 
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TABLE lJ . ESTIMATED kt V ALOES FOR STEERS FED 16 DIETS 
Crude 





in diet• 0-2� 26-lll n2-16z fina1 wt .  Mean 
cJ> (kcai 
9 2 .6  .7924 . 6084 .5899 .462.5 
11 2 .6  .7806 . 6078 .4624 .5023 
13 2 .6  . 6735 . 6237 .5366 .4670 
15 2 .6  . 8032 .6297 . 6081 . 5317 . 6050 
9 2 .8  . 5673 .5687 . 5072 .4,546 
11 2 . 8 .6449 .5757 .4819 .4782 
13 2. 8 .5920 .5630 . 5253 .4604 
15 2 . 8  . 6443 . 5686 .4641 . 5242 . 5388 
9 3. 0 . 5r:J97 .5598 . 5274 . 4880 
11 3 . 0  • .5639 . 5585 . 5073 . 5276 
13 3 . 0  . 6145 .6649 .5471 . 5143 . 5312 
15 J . O  . 6814 . 6439 .5901 --
9 3 . 2  . 5752 . 6534 . 5887 .5858 
ll 3 .2  . 6634 . 6814 . 6684 -
lJ J .2  .7417 .7470 . 6935 
15 J . 2  .7961 . 6890 . 6700 . 6734 
• 90� dry matter basis .  







9 2 . 6  
11 2 . 6  
13 2-. 6  
15 2 . 6  
9 2 . 8  
11 2 .8  
13 2. 8 
1.5 2 . 8  
9 J .O 
11 3 . 0  
lJ J . O 
15 3 . 0  
9 3 . 2  
11 3 .2  
13 3 . 2  
15 3 .2  



















Days on teed after weaning 
26-lll 112-16z 
1. 0057 .9750 
1. 0046 . 7643 
1.0309 . 8869 
1. 0408 1 . 0051 
1. 0555 .9414 
1. 0684 . 8943 
1. 0450 .9749 
1.0554 . 8613 
1. 0539 .9929 
1. 0513 .9550 
1.2517 1 . 0309 
1 .2121 1 .1109 
.9704 . 8742 
1. 0119 .9926 
1.1093 1. 0298 
1. 0231 .9950 

















. 2 b4P j is the partial regression effect on the quadratic of 
the jth percent protein in diet 
b5F.{c is the partial regression effect on the kth energy 
level or diet 
b� is  the partial regression effect on the quadratic or 
the kth energy level or diet 
1>?DP1j is the partial regr ssi on ef'f'ect on the interaction 
ot the i th degree or maturity with the jth protein 
level 
baDEfk is the partial. regression effect on the interaction 
or the 1th degree ot aturity with the kth energy 
level 
�DPEi_jk is the partial regression effect on the three-wq 
interaction of the i th degree of maturity w1 th 
the jth protein level and w1 th the kth energy level 
b10DPiijk is  the partial regression effect on the three-wq 
interaction of the i th degree ot maturity w1 th the 
jth protein level and with the quadratic or the kth 
energy level 
b11CJ. i s  the partial regression effect on the 1th calorie­
protein ratio,  which is kcal. ME per kg di t divided 
by percent protein 
2 bJ.2C1 is the partial regression ettect on the quadratic 
o� the 1th calorie-protein ratio 
b130Cu is the partial regression effect on the interaction 
of the 1th degree of maturity with the 1th c alorie­
protein ratio 
2 b140Cu is  the partial regression effect on the interaction 
or the i th degree of maturity v1 th the quadratic 
of the 1th calorie-protein ratio.  
Results � Discussion 
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Results ot stepwise multiple curvilinear regre ssion analysi s  
tor the multiplicative kt adjusting �actor are shown i n  table 15. 
Al.though some independent vari ables were not significant, they were 
included in the equation when the quadratic of the corresponding 
variable was significant or its interaction term was significant. '!be 
kf adjusting factors for cattle with varying degrees of maturity fed 
on different diets were estimated by the multiple regression equation 
obtained from the 10th step or regression analysi s  in table 15. 
The estimated results in table 16 indicate that multiplicative 
adjusting factors becane smaller with advance in degree of m turi ty 
and the decrease was greater in lower energy diets than in higher energy 
diets . Thie is  in agreement with the resu1ts by Ritzman and Colovos 
(1943 ) in  regard to the effect or maturity on efficiency of energy 
utilization. 
Level of protein had a linear eff'ect, while calorie-protein ratio 
had a curvilinear eff"ect on kr values ( table 15) .  The eff"ect ot protein 
TABLE 1.5. RESULTS OF MULTIPLE RmRESSION ANALYSIS OF ESI'IMATING THE MULTIPLICATIVE ADJUSTING FICTOR 






ENERGY LEVEL OF DIET AND CAIDRI&-PROTFl:N RATIO IN DIET 
Partial regression coetticientaa 
Inter-
SE 0e12t p E c2 C 
.128 .7929 . 0169:3 
.lJO . 6408 . 01732 . 0511 
.132 .7543 -. 00108 .1386 - . 00000229 
.131 -2.2042 .12293 - .4018 - . 00002729 . 018642 
D x P 
D x P x E  D x E 
5 .618••• .090 -2.0JlO .14686 - . 3858 - .00002576 . 017626 - . 0715 
6 .721••· .()78 3.1086 . 0:3900 - .7245 . 00000145 - . 001030 - -4949 .14872 
7 .731• . ()78 3 • .5454 .01379 •• 6943 . 00000371 - . 002386 - .4899 .16J83 •• 2273 
n x c2 
8 .743• .078 3.1486 . 00587 - -5515 - . 00000306 - .000428 - .4144 .15689 - .6716 . 00001056 
D 
9 .756• .077 2.8858 - . 02523 -.5484 ••  00002246 .007148 - .0872 .10717 • •  4579 . 0000:3126 -4.183 
a D = degree of maturity• P = percent crude protein, E = Meal m.etabolizable energy per kg feed 
dry matter &Di C = calorie-protein ratio calculated by divided kcal metabolizable energy per kg feed 
dry matter by percent protein in diet. 
b Statistically not significant. Sane independent variables were included in the equation even 
with nonsigniticant contribution to the sum of squares ot regression because ita interaction and/or 
quadratic terms were significant • 
• P <  . 05 . 
••• P <.001. 
� 
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T ABLE 16. ESTIMATED kt ADJUSTING FJCTO RS FROM DEVELOPED 











































Degree of maturi tl 
.4 .5 
1 .0094 . 8748 
1.0080 . 8471 
1 .0135 . 8.519 






.9512 . 91ll 
1 .0046 .9254 
1 .0513 .9672 
1 .1040 l.0JJl 
1.0278 . 9592 
.9101 .9211 
.9945 . 95 89  
1. 0642 1. 0207 
1.1 60 1. 10 4 
1 .02 1 .0015 
.6 Mean 
.7402 .9421 
. 6862 .9'Zl6 
. 6904 .9327 
:,m :i�; 
. 8?11 .9312 
.8463 .9650 
.8831 1 .0093 
-�622 1 .0686 
. 907 .9935 
.9321 .9156 
.9232 .9767 
.9772 1 .0425 
1.0 1.1207 
.9 1. 9 
a Devel.oped equation m ay  not be applic able beyond the rang es a s  
£ol lows : energy level between 2 .6 and 3 .2 M eg acalo rie s  pe r kg feed 
dry matter, percent p rotein between 10.0 and 16.6 and deg ree of  
maturity ot growing cat tle between .25 and .60 .  
b Megacalorie 0£ et aboli zable e nergy per kg d ry  matter of diet. 
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level on kf values was greater in diets with high ener gy density th an 
in diets with low energy density ( table 16 ) . 
SUmmarz 
Data published by Peterson et al. (1973 ) were used to develop --
an ad justment f or the kf value recanmended by A.R.C. (1965 ) according 
to the degree of maturity of cat �le and the protein level of the diet. 
The protein level or diet was expressed in two ways, percent and 
c alorie-protein .rat io. 
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As cattle grow toward maturity, k t value decre ased in a11 d iets . 
H owever, the dec rease was grea ter in lower energy dens i ty die t .  Percent 
protein h ad  a linear effect on kt val.ues am c a1orie -protein ratio h ad  
a curvilinear effec t on kf values. It was a1so observed tha t  the 
effect or protein level in die ts on kr values was dependent on the 
energy density or diets . 
SEI:TION III 
COMPUTER ESTIMATION OF CHFMIC.AL AND PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF GAIN FOR 
VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL TYPES OF CA'M'LE FED DIETS OF DIFFERENT 
ENEIOY DENSITY TO DIFFERENT DIDREES OF MATURITY 
Introduction 
Breed differences in effi�iency or conversion of feed to body 
gain have been demonstrated by Bond !! al . (1972 ) .  Cundiff (1974) and 
Kidwell and McCormick (1956 ) .  whereas Roubicek et a1 .  (1956 ) did not 
find this difference . Bord et _!!. (1972 ) suggested that these differ­
ences among studies might be due to length or peri od .  weight , way of 
expressing efficiency , age , stage of maturity and degree of finish. 
Calorific value per kg live weight gain was used in A . R .C .  (1965 ) to 
estimate expected gain in body weight. A. R.C . (1965 ) supplies 
infomation of calorific value for different live weights of animal 
and level of energy retained daily. However, both breed and level of 
nutrition significantly affect the calorific value of 1i ve weight 
gain (Callow, 1961) .  
Methods of estimating the chemical composition o f  dressed 
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care asses have been evaluated ( Crouse and Dikeman, 1974; Hankins and 
Howe , 1946; Hooper ,  1944; Powell and Huffman, 1973 ; Vance tl .!!• , 19?1 ) .  
While some of these methods have been shown to be accurate i n  esti­
mating the chemical composition of carc ass ( R2 or r2 ranges fran • 71 
to . 93 ) ,  none 0£ the se can be utilized to estimate the calorific value 
of gains of live weight since (1 ) the c ori fic value of live weight 
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gain is more than a calorific value of carcass weight gain and 
(2 ) while all of these methods require slaughtering an1ma1s to eva1uate 
predictors , the main interest of this study was to study a possible 
way of estimating c alorific value of gain prior to slaughter. 
The purpose of thi s  study was to deve1op mathematic al  equations 
to predict the chemical a?d physical composition of gain and thus to 
predict the c alorific value of grin of steers from traits measurable 
prior to slaughter. 
Procedures ,!!!! Source .2f ,B!1! 
Knowledge of chemical composition of live weight wou1d make it 
possible to evaluate calorific value of live weight gain. Since 
various tissues in the body have distinctively different chemical. 
composition, live weight of animal was divided into smaller 
quantitative COfflponents according to the simil.arity of chemical 
composition within each canponent. 
Ph.ysical. Canposition !!!_ 1!.!! Weight 
Live weight ( LW) of slaughter animal was divided quantitatively 
into three components , (1 ) hot carcass (IC ) ,  (2) gut fill (GF) and 
( J ) remainder ( .RMD) . JC and RMD were further divided into subcanponents . 
HC was c posed of kg water evaporated , separable muscle ( SM) , separable 
fat ( SF) and separable bone (SB ) ,  and dissected cold c arc ass (CC ) was 
composed of the last three subcomponents . RMD was divided into five 
subocmponents , (1) percent hide and hair ( �  HIDE) , (2) percent blood a.rd 
org ans (� BO) ,  (J ) percent offal fat (1' OF) . ( 4) percent bone fr head, 
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legs and tail (� BONE) and ( 5 ) percent soft tissue fran head , legs and 
tail ( 1,  SCRAPE) . 
Mul.tiple curvilinear regression analyses  ( Draper and Smith, 
1968 )  were used to develop regression equations predicting physica1 
ca11position of live weight. 
Model ll was used to estimate kg or SM, SF and SB where live 
weight (LW) , quadratic or llve �.ght (Lw2 ) ,  mature weight (MW) , 
interaction of 11 ve weight with mature weight ( LW x MW) , degree of 
maturity ( DOM) ,  quadratic of degree or :maturity ( DOM2) ,  interaction of 
live weight with degree of maturity ( LW x Wf) , interaction or live 
weight with the quadratic of degree or maturity (LW x DCM2 ) ,  crude 
fiber content (i) or diets (CF) , interaction of live weight with crude 
fiber (LW x CF) ,  biological type-I ( BTl) , the quadratic of biological 
type-I ( BTl 2) ,  interaction of 11 ve weight with biologic al type-I 
(LW x BTl) and interaction of live weight with the quadratic of 
biological. type-I (LW x BTl 2 ) were independent variables . Biologic al  
type-I referred to the energy i n  therms produced fl-om the average 
annual milk production of a breed. To estimate kg SM, SF ard SB of 
dissected cold carcass , data f'rom three studies ( Bond et _!!. , 1972 ; 
Hooven _!1 _!!. , 1972 ; SU th ,tl .!!• , 1976 )  were used . 
In Model III, kg SM, SF and SB were depen:lent variables similar 
to Model II. The same 14 irdependent variables in Model II plus f'our 
additional independent variables ; biological type-II ( BT2 ) ,  the 
quadratic of biological type-II (BT22 ) ,  interaction of live weight 
with biological type-II (LW x BT2 ) and interaction of live weight with 
the quadratic of biological type-II ( LW x BT22 ) ;  were included in 
Model III. Biological type-II referred to the breed differences in 
physiological demand for energy expressed as a ratio of each breed to 
the average of the Hereford and Angus breeds ( table 17 ) .  Data used 
in regression analyses were the same as in Model II. 
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Since hot carcass is the sum of dissected cold carcass and water 
evaporated during chilling in th- cooler and dissecting the carcass , 
it was necessary to know the amount of water evaporated. A linear 
regression equation was developed to estimate water evaporation in the 
hot carcass. The dependent variable was percent water loss in hot 
carcass due to evaporation and the independent variable was percent 
separable fat in the dissected cold carcass. 
Remainder (miD) was indirectly estimated by subtracting hot 
carcass and gut fill from live weight. Gut fill was estimated rraft the 
regression equation developed in Section I. Subcomponents of remainder 
were estimated from Model V, where dependent variables were 1, HIDE, 
;, BO, !, OF, I> BONE and I, SCRAPE. The independent variables were 
percent separable fat or dissected cold carcass (PSF) , the quadratic 
of percent separable fat of dissected oold carcass (PS� ), degree of 
maturity ( OOM) of cattle , quadratic or degree ot maturity ( DOM2 ) and 
interaction of percent fatty tissue of dissected cold carcass with 
degree of maturity ( PSF x DCM).  Dat u ed for regression analyses were 
from the study by Moulton tl .!!• (1922a ) .  
TABLE 17 . FEED INTAKE ( G/KG W• 73 ) OF DIFFERENT BREED GROUPS OF CATTLE 
AND CALCULATION OF BIOLOGICAL TYPE-II ( BT2 ) EXPRESSED AS RATIO 
TO AVERAGE FEED INTAKE OF HEREFORD AND ANGUS BREEDS 
Feed intake �g£kg w-73 ) BT2e 
&11th �ith 
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Breedsa Bondb .tl _!!. c Cundi ft<i Bond et al .  Cundiff --
HH, AA ll0. 4  ll0.86 96.J? 1. 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 
HoHo 114.1 l . OJ4 
DsDs 112. 0  -- 1 . 014 
JJ llJ . 2  1 . 025 
HA, AH llJ . 86 101 .12 1 . 028 1 . 049 
CH, CA 111 . 20 1. 003 
JH, J A  n2 . 50 1 . 015 
SdH, Sd.A ll5. 10 1 . 038 
SmH, SmA 116.10 1 . 047 
LH, LA 109 . 60 .989 
BsH, BsA 102. 28 1 . 061 
MaH , MaA 98. 60 1 . 023 
CiH, Ci.A 100.13 1 . 039 
a HH = Hereford x Hereford , AA = Angus x Angus , HoHo = Holstein x 
Holstein , DsDs = Dairy Shorthorn x Dairy Shorthorn, JJ = Jersey x 
Jersey , HA = Hereford x Angus , AH = Angus x Hereford , CH  = Charolai s x 
Hereford , CA = Charolais  x Angus , JH = Jersey x Hereford , JA = Jersey 
x Angus , SdH = South Devon x Here ford , SdA = South Devon x Angus ,  
� = Simmental x Here ford , anA = Simmental x Angus , LH = Limousin x 
dereford , LA = Limousin x Angus , BsH = Brown Swi s s  x Hereford , BsA = 
Brown Swi ss x Angus , MaH = Maine-Anjou x Hereford , MaA = Maine-Anjou x 
Angus , CiH = Chi anina x Hereford and CiA = Chi anina x Angus.  
b James Bord (personal communicati on) .  
c �1th e t  al . (1976). 
d Cundiff(l974) . 
e ·Biological type-II, expressing the physi ologic al demand for 
energy of different breeds.  The numeric numbe r  of BT2 for each breed 
group i s  the ratio of breed intake to the average of HH and AA intake 
within each study. 
Chemical C-omposition 2,! � Weight 
The chemical composition refers to percent chemical water, fat, 
protein and ash . Since 11 ve weight 1s  composed of kg separable muscle 
( SM), separable bone (SB) and separable rat (SF) in the dissected cold 
carc ass am hide and hair (HIDE), blood and organs ( BO ), offal fat 
(OF), bone fran head, legs and tail (BONE), scraped le an  and fat from 
head, legs and tail (SCRAPE), wa�r evaporated (WATER) and gut fill 
( GT ), a knowledge of chemical composition of each subcomponent will 
provide a means of estimating chemical composition or the whole body. 
Simple linear regression analyses (Model VI) were made to 
estimate chemical fat and chemical water of SM where percent separable 
fat (PSF) of  dissected cold carcass was an imependent variable using 
data from Call.ow (1948 ) .  Chemical protein and chemical ash in percent 
were assumed to be 90 and 10�, respectively , of nonfat dry matter 
according to the report by Callow (1948 ) .  
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Model VII was used to estimate the chemical fat of separable 
fatty tissue (SF) of dissected cold carcass where independent variables 
were common logarithm of percent separable fat in dissected cold carcass 
(log10PF) . Data f'rom Callow ( 1948 ) were used f'or regression analysis . 
Chemical water , chemical protein and chemical ash of SF  were 77i ,  20. 7j 
and 2 . J�, respectively, of nonfat residue (Callow, 1948 ) .  
In the physical study, bone ( SB )  i n  the carcass and bone (BONE ) 
in the remainder were classified as two diff'erent subcomponents of 
live weight. However ,  in estimating chemical composition , the bone of 
live weight was not divided into SB in carcass and BONE in remainder . 
Model '/III was used to estimate chemical composition of bone (SB + 
BONE.) , HIDE, OF, BO and SCRAPE. Data used for these regression 
analyses were from Moulton .!1 .!!• (1922b). 
Results ,!!!! Discussion 
Physical Composition � Y.!! W ight 
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Model II results of stepwi3e multiple curvilinear regression 
analyses for separable muscle , separable fat and separable bone in 
dissected cold carcass are presented 1n table 18. Independent variables 
were entered at the P (. 05 level in stepwise fashion in order of 
importance of their contribution to the sum of squares for regression. 
Even though saH independent variables were not significant , they were 
forced in when the quadratic of the corre sponding variable or its 
interaction term were significant. 
The regression equation predicting each dependent variable was 
chosen from the stage of stepwise analysis at which the last signifi­
cant ( P  < . 05 )  independent variable entered. The prediction equations 
( 25 , 26 and 27) for estimating separable muscle , separable fat and 
separable bone in dissected cold carcass are presented in table 18. 
Means and standard deviations for dependent variables and R2,  starxlard 
error of estimates , intercept and partial regression coefficients for 
each equation are given. 
Increases in percent crude fiber in the ration decreased the 
weight of separable muscle and separable fat proportionally for a 
given live weight but did not affect the weight of separable bone. 
:.. r,..,:-.::.n n'f. 
7 a r ; nj_,, 
"ii-�· � ti &:'. s; 
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C all.ow (1948 ) explained that bulkiness of roughage incre ased gut fill , 
thus decreasing empty body weight and dressing percentage for a given 
11 ve weight. Dairy breeds which have a higher biological. type-I value 
tended to have more separable bone and le ss separable fat for a given 
live weight than lower milk producing breeds . Biological type-I had 
no ef'fect on separable muscle weight. Degree of m aturi ty atte cted all 
dependent variables .  As cattle �rew toward full maturity, separable 
muscle and separable bone decreased proportiona11y, while separable 
tat weight increased. 
Table 19 shows the results of' stepwise multiple curvilinear 
regre ssion analyses from Model III for separable muscle , separable 
fat and separable bone in dissected cold carc ass .  Variables were 
entered stepwise at the P < . 05 probability level to the equation. 
Sane variables were forced in when the quadratic of the corre sponding 
variable or its interaction term were significant. 
Prediction equations ( 28 ,  29 and JO ) for separable muscle , 
separable fat and separable bone are presented in table 19 . The se 
equations are from the final step where the last significant ( P < .  05 )  
variable entered . Me ans and standard devi tions of each dependent 
variable and R2 ,  sta.rdard error of esti ate , intercept and partial 
regression coefficients for each equation are given. 
Increases in crude fiber of diet dec reased weight of separable 
muscle and separable fat and had no effect on the weight of separable 
bone in the dissected cold carcass. Dairy type e ( high Bfi values ) 
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separable bone for a given live weight than lower milk producing cattle. 
Effect of degree of maturity was similar to Mode1 II. Biological 
type-II , referring to breed differences in physiologica1 demand for 
energy , contributed ( P  < .  05) to the sum of squares for regression in 
estimating all dependent variables.  Breeds w1 th high BT'2 value tended 
to increase separab1e fat and tended to decrease separable muscle aid 
separable bone weight. 
The Model IV regression equation estimating percent water loss 
( PWL) in hot carcass due to chilling and dissec ti ng  carcass ( r2 = . 457 ) 
was as follows : 
PWL = 13 . 6  - . 359 x PSF ( 31 )  
where the range of PSF i n  dissected cold carcass  (CC ) would be 
J < PSF < 35 . Therefore , hot carcass was obtained as follows : 
HC = kg water + CC 
PWL HC = HC x lOO + CC 
HC - PWL HC x Io5 = CC 
HC X PWL (1 - 100> = cc 
cc 
HC = PWL 
(l - 100> 
The regression equation developed in Section I was used to 
predict wet gut fill (g/kg w- 73 )  as follows : 
Gut fill = 359 . 9  + 2J. 4  x CF - 15 x CF x DCM 
where CF i s  percent crude fiber of diet and D(J,{ i s  degree of maturity. 
According to Callow (1961)  there were no di ff'erences among breeds of 
cattle in percent gut fill. 
Remainder ( RMD) was estimated indirectly by subtracting HC and 
gut fill from live weight (LW) as follows : 
RMD = LW - HC - Gut fill 
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Percent of subcomponents (i HIDE, '1, OF, ,, BO, � BONE and 'f, S::RAPE) in 
remairder were estimated from equ tions developed from multiple 
curvilinear regression analyses of Model V given in table 20 . Estimated 
subcomponents of remainder for steers with varying degree of maturity 
(DCM) and percent separable fat in dissected cold carc ass are listed 
in table 21. 
Chem.ica1 Compositi on .2! � Subcomponent 
Predicting equations for percent chemical fat (PCF in SM) and 
chemical water ( PCW in SH )  ot separable muscle were developed from 
Model VI (table 22 ) .  Callow (1948 )  observed that percent chemical 
protein and percent chemical ash were 9r,f, and 1�, re spectively, ot 
nonf'at dry matter. Therefore , the mathematical equations estimating 
chemical protein and chemical ash were expressed as follows : 
PCP in SM = (100 - PCW in SM - PCF in SM) x . 9  (39 ) 
FCA in St! = (100 - PCW in SM - PCF in SM )  x . 1  (40 ) 
Estimated chemical composition of SM is shown in figure 6. 
Chemical fat of separable fat (PCF in SF) in dissected cold 
carcass was estimated by regression equation 41 developed from 
statistical Model VII (table 22 ) .  Call.ow (1948 ) observed that the 
percent chemical water (PCW in SF) , ch ical protein (PCP in SF) and 
TABLE 20. MULTIPLE CURVILINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES TO ESTIMATE PE�ENT OF HIDE AND H.AIR (� HIDE) ,  
OFPAL FAT (�  OF) , BIOOD AND ORGANS ( �  BO) ,  S:RAPED LEAN AND FAT ( �  ::CRAPE) FRCM 
HEAD, TAIL AND LEGS AND BONE FROM HEAD, TAIL AND LEGS (� BONE) 
Partial re!reasion coefficients• 
DeEendent variable Inter- PSF x Equation 
Name Mean SD R2 SE ce;et PSF PSJi'2 DCM DOM2 DCM number 
� HIDE 27.0 2.24 .512 1.692 'l:/ .O? -.5J4 . 009 28.26 25 .9 -- J2 
i OF 9 .6 6.43 .920 1.964 -2. 04 .9722 - . 0138 -l0. 657b 20.J -- JJ 
BO 45.0 3 .28 . 804 1 .4?6 49 .50 -- -- -10.90 -- - 34 
� S:RAPE 6.6 .79 .lll .763 7 . 0  - . 022 -- -- -- -- 35 
� BONE 12.0  2.73 .850 1.124 18.40 - . 22 - -15 .10 15 .2 -- 36 
a PSF refers to percent separable tat in cold carcass , 00M refers to degree of maturity ot 
cattle and PSF x DOM refers to the interaction term of percent separable fat w1 th degree of 
maturity. 
b Not aignifioant but forced in because the quadratic term ( OOM2 ) was significant. 
°' °' 
· TABLE 21 .  PEICENT OF OFFAL FAT ( �  OF) , BLOOD AND ORGANS ( �  BO) ,  BONE Fll>M HEAD, LIDS AND TAIL 
(i  BONE) , S:RAPF.Jl LEAN AND FAT ( �  S:RA.Pi) , HIDE .AND HAIR ( �  HIDE) IN REMilNIER �TlMATED 
BY �UATIONS 32, 33, 34, 15 A.ND J6 AND ADJUSTED TO TOTAL 10� 
Independent Fstimated percentage 
variables Estimated Eercentage atter adJ!!ataent 
OOM• PSFO OF BO BONE S:RAPE HIDE fotiI OF BO BONE OORAPE Hfi5E 
. 3  10 4.93 46.23 lJ . 04 6.78 28.78 99.76 4.95 46.34 13. 07 6.80 28 .85 
12 6.27 46.23 12. 60 6 .?4 28.10 99 .94 6.2? 46.26 12.61 6.?4 28. 12 
14 7. 50 46.23 12.16 6.69 27. 50 100. 08 ? .49 46.19 12.15 6.69 27.48 
16 8 .61 46.23 ll.72 6.65 26.98 100.19 8 . 60 46.14 n.10 6.64 26.93 
18 9 .62 46.23 11.28 6.60 26.52 100 .25 9 . 60 46.ll n.25 6.59 26.45 
20 10.52 46.23 10.84 6.56 26.14 100.28 10.49 46.10 10.81 6. 54 26. 06 
.4 15 8.43 45 .14 ll.49 6.67 28.24 99.97 8 .43 45 .15 n.50 6 .67 28.25 
l? 9 .49 45 .14 n. 05 6.63 '27 .75 100. 06 9 .48 45.11 n.05 6. 62 2? .?4 
19 10.44 45 .14 10.61 6.58 21 . :n 100.10 10.43 45 .09 10.60 6.58 2? . 30 
21 11.28 45 .14 10.17 6.54 26.98 100 .11 11.27 45.09 10.16 6. 53 26.95 
23 12.01 45 .14 9 .73 6.49 26.71 100. oa 12. 00 45.10 9 .72 6.49 26.69 
25 12.63 45 .14 9 .29 6.45 26.50 100 . 01 12.63 45.13 9 .29 6 .45 26. 50 
. 5 20 ll.63 44.05 10 .25 6.56 27 .64 100.14 ll. 62 43.99 10.24 6. 55 27 . 61 
22 12.42 44.05 9 . 81 6. 52 27 .33 100 .13 12.40 43.99 9 . 80 6 .51 2? .JO 
24 13.09 44. 05 9 .37 6 .4? 'Z7 . 09 100.08 13. 08 44.02 9 . 36 6.4? 27.07 
26 13.66 44.05 8.93 6.43 26.92 99 .99 13 . 66 44.05 s.93 6.4J 26 .93 
28 14.ll 44.05 8.49 6.38 26 .83 99 .87 14.13 44.ll a.so 6.39 26.87 
JO 14.46 44. 05 8.05 6. 34 26. 80 99 .70 14. 50 44.18 8 .07 6 .36 26. 89 
� 
TABIE 21 CONTINUED 
Independent 
variables Estimated E!rcent!,ge 
OOM• PSFO OF BO BONE S:RAPE HIDE Totai 
. 6  25 14.56 42 .96 9 . 31 6 .45 26.98 100. 26 
27 15 .07 42.96 8. 87 6.41 26. 84 100.15 
29 15 .47 42.96 8.43 6 .36 26.78 100. 00 
31 15.75 42.96 7 .99 6. 32 26. 80 99 . 82 
33 15 .93 42.96 7 .55 6. 27 26. 88 99.60 
35 16.00 42.96 7 .n 6 .23 27 . 04 99. 34 
.7 30 17 .20 41.87 8 .68 6 .)4 26. 24 100. 33 
32 17 .43 41.87 8 .24 6 . JO 26.29 100.12 
34 17 .55 41.87 7 .80 6 .25 26.41 99 . 88 
36 17 .57 41. 87 7 . 36 6. 21 26. 60 99 . 60 
38 17 .47 41.87 6.92 6 .16 26.86 99. 29 
40 17 .26 41.87 6.48 6.12 27.20 98.93 
a Degree of maturity. 
b Percent separable fat. 
Estimated percentage 
after ad.Justment 
OF BO BONE &::RAPE 
14.52 42. 85 9 .29  6 .43 
15 . 04 42.90 8 .86 6.40 
15.47 42.96 8 .43 6 .J6 
15 .78 4J . 04 8 . 01 6. 33 
16. 00 43 .13 7 .58 6 .30 
16.11 43. 25 7 .16 6 . 27 
17 .14 41 .73 8 .65 6 .32 
17 .41 41 . 82 8 .23 6 .29 
17 . 57 41.92 7 . 81 6 . 26 
17 .64 42. u4 7/39 6 .23 
17 . 59 42.17 6.97 6 . 21 









26 . 26 
26.44 
26. 71 
27 . 06 




TABLE 22 • RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSES ESTIMATING PERCENT CHEMICAL 
WATER { PCW  IN St! )  AND PEH::ENT CHaaCAL FAT ( PCF IN � )  IN 
SEPARABLE MUSCLE AND PERCENT CHEMICAL FAT ( P: F  IN SF) 
IN SEPARABLE FAT 
Regression 
DeEend.ent variable Inter- coefficient &:J.uation 
Name Mean sol r2 s� cept PSF Log]_OPSF number 
FCW in SM 73 .7  2.17 . 814 .93 78. 6  - . 204 37 
PCF in SM 4.9 2. 06 . 8J6 . 82 . 2  .197 38 
PCF in SF 69.5 18. J  . 895 5 . 5 -46.7 86 .2? 41 
a Standard deviation. 
b Standard error of estimate. 
chemical ash ( PCA in SF) in separable fat were 77 • 20. 7 and 2.  J�. 
respectively , on a rat-free basis. Chemical water,  chemical protein 
and chemical ash in separable fat were expre ssed as follows : 
PCW in SF = ( 100 - PCF in SF) x • 77 
PCP in SF = ( 100 - FCF in SF) x . 207 
R:A in SF = ( 100 - PCF in SF) x • 023 
( 42 )  
(43 ) 
(44) 
Figure 7 shows the estimated percent ch ical f t • chemical water • 
chemical protein and chemical ash in separable fat varying with percent 
f'at tissue in dissected cold carcass ( PSF) . 
Resu1ts of regression analyses of Model V estimating chemical 
canposi tion of bone ( SB in carc ass plus BONE in remainde r ) • offal fat 
( OF) , hide and hair ( HIDE) , blood and organs ( BO )  and scraped sof't 
tissue ( SCRAPE) from he ad,  tail and leg are hown in table 2J . Means 
and standard devi atio ns of each dependent vari able and R2, standard 
error of e stimate ( SE) . intercept and partial regression coefficients 
f'"or each equation are given. 
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Fi·gure 7 .  Effocts o f  pcrc E?nt s ep tu�:ibl e fat ( PSF) i n  c arc a � s  on chemic a1 
composi ti on of scpar�blc fat ( S F) i n  carc as s .  
TABLE 23 • MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ( SD) FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND r{l, ,  STANDARD ERROR OF 
.ESTIMATE (SE) , INTE�� AND PARTIAL RmRESSION COEFFICIENTS m:>M MULTIPLE CURVILINEAR 
R&zRESSION ANALYSES FOR CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF HIDE AND HAIR (HIDE) , OFFAL FAT (OF) , 
BLOOD AND ORGANS (BO) , BONE AND S:::RAPED OOFT TISSUE Fll)M HEAD, LmS AND TAIL (&:RAPE) 
Partial regression coetf'ioient s 
DeEendent variables Inter- 00M X Equation 
DOM2 PSF2 Name Me an  SD R2 SE ce:et DOM PSF PSF 
PCW in HIDE 61.5 4. 27 .883 1 .604 68.3  -26.4 . -19 . 8  . 202 - .02J8 1.58 
PCF in HIDE 4. o 3.75 .899 1 .211 -1.4 - -- . 303 -- --
FCP in HIDE 33.1 2.92 .522 2.132 30 .9 16.7  -- • •  152• - . 0042? --
PCA in HIDE 1.) . 37 .169 .)47 1.66 -- -- • • 044 . 00()98 -
PCW in OF 20 .J lJ.96 . 841 6.oo 60. 0  -45 .J -47.9 -2.45 -- 3 . 39 
FCF in OF 75 .7 16. J2 . 8)6 7 .12 29 .2 41 .8  75 .1 J.09 -- -4.J6 
PCP in OF 3.7 2. 37 .683 l.JB 10. 0  -- -- • • 576 . 00888 --
PCA in 0� .J  .21 .796 .10 .9 -1.7  1 .7  - . 015 - --
PCW in BO 75.2  1.94 .666 1.161 79 . 3  -- -- • • J4J . 004J4 --
R:F in BO 7.4 2 .29 .6)6 1.485 2.2 21.8 -29 .6  . 0232 .0064 --
PCP in BO 16.4 .77 .49) .587 17 .1 -16. 6  37. 0 .229 -- . 672 
R::.A. in BO 1.1 .12 .441 .100 1 .2  .2. 3  4.5 . OJ -- • •  OBJ 
FCW in BONE J8.2 6.46 .857 2.527 52.9 -56.6 35.B  -- -- --
R:F in BONE 17 .5  J.04 .479 2 .272 13.2 14.l -- -- -- - .154 
PCP in BONE 22. 07 1 .05 . )28 .875 21.15 2 . 2  -- -- -- --
PC.A. in BONE 27 .23 . )6 .824 .157 1).8 J).83 -22.87 -- -- --
.. ::_· . ' ··a· f ;  . � .• : ::-:---;-:. : ' ;  : : " '·: :;:;-,, :' ,11:,;1.-cr.1-· "·i' ·· 'i:'t(,i; ;'' •.!i ffi'qi1dfl"il"f�f r1:j;f: '. :, H� (,:' r r: t.,':; llj\: :l,j'llli 'i 'f�i-•'' l ;;; i ·i;i ;ft••:, ,·, i' .J i• +:l.ilj1,.,i'Tt'TYl ;fi'T1'J'•··;�ll'.(;. 




















TABLE 23 CONTINUED 
Partial regression coefficients 
DeEendent variables Inter- DOM x F4uation 
Name Mean SD R2 SE ceet DOM DOM2 PSF PS � PSF number 
R:W in �RAPE 68.2 4.79 .974 . 863 78. 0  -- -- --59 -- - 61 
PCF in s;RAPE 12. 2  5 .21 .996 . 304 1.75 -- -- . 615 -- -- 62 
PCP in S:RAPE 18.8 .75 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 63 
PCA in �RAPE 1.05 . 05 .486 . 044 1.13 -- -- - .00476 -- -- 64 
a Not significant but forced in because the qu adratic term (PsF2) was significant .  
b Prediction from equation 52 resulted in a negative value when PS F and DCM were high . In view 
of this, it was suggested that equ ation P:A in OF = . 075 x (100 - R:W in O F  - PCF in OF) be used 




Accuracy � Estimation From Prediction Methods I and II - -----........ --- ___ .....,.._ - - -
?4 
Prediction Method .!• �uations 25,  26 and 27 predicting physical 
composition of · carcass which were developed in Model II ( table 18 ) and 
equations predicting chemical canposition of carc ass  ( 38 ,  39 ,  40 , 42 , 
43 , 44, 57 , 58 and 59 ) were used to estimate percent chemical water, 
chemical fat and chemical protein of dissected cold c arcass . 
Prediction Method .!!• Prediction Method II refers to estimation 
of chemical ccnposition of dissected cold carcass using equations 28 ,  
29 , JO , J8 , 39 , 40 ,  42, 4J, 44, 57 , 58 and 59 . 
Rese arch data (Adams � .!!• , 1973 ) which were not used in 
developing equations above were used to verify the prediction accuracy 
of the two methods. Estimates of percent chemical water, chemical fat 
and cheai.cal protein of dissected cold care ass by each method and the 
values for six breeds reported by .Adams et .!!• (1973 )  are shown in 
table 24. 
The accuracy of estimation by the two methods was measured by 
the coefficient of determination (r2) ,  where the actual chemical 
composition of six breeds was the irxieperdent variable and the estimated 
chemical: composition fran each prediction method was the dependent 
vari able . Prediction Method II was considered to be more accurate 
than Method I in predicting the chemical c0111position or dissected cold 
c arcass as shown in table 25. 
Calorific Value ,2! � Weight 
A computer program was wi;itten using a11 the developed equations 
to esti.m te the calorific value of live weight for different biological 
?5 
TABLE 24. .ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF DISSFI:TED 
COLD CJJl:ASS FOR SIX BREEDS OF CATTLE REPORTED BY 
ADAMS fil �- (1973 )  
Chemical 
ccaposition Breeda Aetua1 
Es timated can:e osi ti on 
Method I Method ll 
cJ> c,, cJ> 
Pe rcent chemical HH 48.4 48. 2  48.9  
water AH 47. 0  48. 0 46. 5 
CH 52.9 52.4  52. 8  
SnH .51. 0  50. 4  49.7  
I.mH 52.4  50.9 52 .4  
MaH 52. 5  53 .8 53. 2  
Percent chemical HH 33 .4 32 . 0  Jl. O  
tat AH 35 .2  32 . 3  J4.2 
CH 27 . 0  26. 5  26. 0 
anH 29. 8  28 . 8  29 .7  
ImH 27.8  28 . 5  26. 6  
MaH 27 .5  24. 5  25. 4  
Pe rcent chemical HH 14.J  14. 8  15. 0  
protein AH 13 .9 14.8 14.4 
CH 15. 8  15 .9 16. 0  
aaH 15.1 15 . 5  15. 3 
ImH 15. 6  15. 5  15 .9 
MaH 15.7  16. J 16.1  
a HH = H ere f ord x H eref ord ,  AH = Angu s  x H ere f ord, CH = Char olai s 
x H ereford ,  �H = Simm en tal x H ere f ord ,  ImH = Lim ousi n x H ere f ord and 
MaH = Mai n e-Anj ou x Here f ord. 
, . 
TABLE 25 . COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION ( r2 ) IN REnRESSION ANALYSE;s WHERE ACTUAL CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION WAS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AND ESTIMATED CHEMICAL COMPOSITION FROM 
PREDICTION METHODS I AND Il ,  RESP�TIVELY , WAS THE DEPEND�T VARI.ABLE 
Independent 
variable 
Actu al  chemical 
water 
.Al!tual chemic al 
fat 
Actual chemic al 
protein 
. . , '  
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types of cattle prior to slaughter. Breed groups involved were 
(1 ) .Angus and Hereford ( A, H) , (2 ) Jers y, (J ) Holstein, ( 4) Dairy 
Shorthorn, ( 5 )  Angus-Hereford cross, ( 6 )  Jersey x A, H cross, ( 7 )  South 
Devon x A, H cross• ( 8 )  Sim.mental x A, H cross, ( 9 )  Charolais x A, H 
cross and (10 ) Limousin x A, H cross .  While the carcass data were 
available in the range of degree of maturity from .1 to .6J for the 
first tour breed groups of steer� . data for the last six breed groups 
were available only in a short range of degree of maturity from . 45 to 
. 674. Extrapolation beyond this range for the 1 st six breed groups 
resulted in unsatisfactory estimates. Table 26 shows the estimated 
calorific value of live weight of 10 breed groups fed on two different 
diets within the range of degree of maturity present in the data . 
Characteristic information of 10 breed groups are shown in table 27 . 
Calorific value of gain in kcal per kg live weight gain (CVG) 
was calculated from calorific value of live weight ( CVLW) in table 26 
as follows : 
= CVLWj_ x LWj_ - CVLWj x LWj where CVGj - i LWj_ - LWj 
CVGj _ i refers to the calorific value of live wei ght gain 
between the period from j to i 
CVLW1 refers to the calorific value of live weight at the 
ith time 
LW1 refers to the kg live weight of steers at the ith time 
CVLWj refers to the calori fic value of live weight at the 
jth time ( j < i )  
LWj _refers to the kg live weight of steers t the jth ti • 
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TABLE 26. ESTIMATED C ALORIFIC VALUE OF LIVE WEI GHT ( KCAL/KG) O F  ST EERS 




Dairy Short horn 
Holst ein 
H X A, A X  H 
J X H, J X A 
SD X H, SD X A 
L X H, L X A 
Sn X H, &i X A 
C X H, C X A. 
H, A 
Jers ey 
Dairy Shortho rn 
Hols tein 
H X A, A X  H 
J X H, J X A 
SD x H, SD x A 
L X H, L X A 
Sn. X H, Sm X A 
C X H, C X A 















Degree of maturity 
.4 .5 








































a H = Hereford, A = Angus, J = Jersey , SD = South Devon, L = 










b E 8timation of calorific value  of live weigh t of these breed groups 
was restricted to only one point of deg ree o r  aturity because the 
actual da ta were available in narrow rang e  of degree of maturity. 
TABLE 27 • CHARACT ERISTIC INFO RMATION OF BREED GffJUPS 
Bull Biologica1 Biological 
m ture type- type-
Breeda weight ib 
(kg) 
H, A 825 1.00 1.000 
Jersey 650 3.39 1 .025 
Dairy Shorthorn 900 3.00 1.014 
Holstein 1100 J .84 l.OJ4 
H x A. 842 1. 04 1.028 
Jersey x H, A ?68 2.20 1.015 
SD x H, A 955 1. 50 1 .038 
fa X H ,  A 998 2 .06  1.047 
C X H ,  A 998 1.30 1.003 
L X H ,  A 944 1.04 .989 
a H = Hereford , A = Angus , J = Jersey, SD = South Devon, L = 
Lilllousin , Sn =  Simm.ental and C = Charolais .  
b Therm of energy in the average annua1 milk producti on of breed. 
c The energy intake capacity of a breed expressed as a ratio 
relative to the average energy intake c apaoi ty of Hereford and .Angus 
breeds . 
Ca1orific value of gain was estimated for four b reed groups of 
steers , ( 1 )  Hereford and Angus , ( 2 )  Jersey, ( 3 )  Dairy Shorthorn and 
( 4} Holstein ( table 28) . The accuracy of e stimating calorific gain 
of live weight was not verified because there were no experi!llental 
data available . Calori fic value of live weight (t able 26) increased 
as percent crude .fiber content decreued . However ,  c alorific value 
79 
or live weight gain was not af'fected by percent crude fiber of diet 
( table 28) . S teers fed on a low energy density diet tended to requi 
more c alories per unit of gain than steers on a high energy density diet 
espec1 a1ly at older slaughter ages .  
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TABLE 28 . ESTIMATED CALORIFIC VALUE OF LIVE WEIGHT GAIN (KCAL/KG) 











Period in degree ot 
·�- .ij .C.2 
� Crude Fiber � 
2922 3728 4559 
2293 3141 4030 
2818 3632 4474 
2422 3222 4074 
� Crude Fiber B!,!1 
2827 3691 4567 
1985 3059 4014 
2746 3602 4484 




















Data from the literature were utili zed to develop predicti on 
equa tions for physi cal and chemical canposition of live weight of 
cattle from traits measurable prior to slaughter. 
Two methods ot p redicting chemical composition of the dissected 
cold carcass were evaluated in comparison to the actu a1 chemical 
canposition ot six b reeds reporte d  by Adams _tl _!!. (1973). 
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From equations developed, estimation of the physical and chemical 
composition of live weight of steers of several breeds varying in 
degree of maturity fed on different diets was po sible. A canputer 
progr am is available which predicts the physical. composition, chemical. 
composition and calorific value of 11 ve weight gain of steers for 
diffe rent biological types of cattle fed on various diets. Because 
of the lack of experimental data , the a ccur acy o t  the prediction was 
not verified. 
S:&:TION IV 
CALORIFIC EFFICIE?CY OF BEEF Pa>Dtx:TION .AND OPTIMtM TIME OF 
SLAUGHTER FOR STEERS FROM DIFFERENT BREEDS 
Introduction 
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Beef producers and researchers have been interested in comparing 
feedlot perfonnance of different reeds of cattle. Smith ( 1976 ) 
reported that breed differences in feed efficiency were significant 
on age-constant , weight-constant and grade-constant bases . Feed 
efficiency of postweaning gain of calf and total TDN consumed by cow 
are necessary to evaluate the optimum slaughter ages of steers 
yielding maximum energetic efficiency of beef production. Even though 
there are many studies concerning feed efficiency of postweaning gain 
of cattle . few studies report total TDN required by the cow for 
maintenance , pregnancy and lactation. 
The question of optimum slaughter age is di fficult to answer 
because ( 1 )  it is necessary to measure not only the cost of producing 
slaughter animals but a1so the total cost of maint ning breeding 
stock and (2) it is impossible to kill the same c ttle more than one 
to measure the carcass traits that vary with different end points. 
An att pt was made to canbine available knowledge concerning 
energetic efficiency of beef production into a computer program to be 
used in simulating the postweaning efficiency of beef production of 
different breed types fed to di fferent end points . The proposed 
functions of this computer program were (1 ) to est ate the postweaning 
v olun tary fee d  in take of diffe rent ration s  for stee rs of differe n t  
bree ds, ( 2 )  to e st im ate cal orifi c value of ga in for dif'fe re n t  b reed 
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type s  of stee rs from wean ing to sl aug hte r, ( J )  t o  e stimate t he effi ciency 
of fee d  conver sion int o  boey- gai n, ( 4) t o  e st im ate phy sica1 an d  chemi cal 
comp osition of l ive we ig ht 8l'ld ( 5 )  to pred ict t he slaug hte r t ime wh ich 
yiel ds maximum effi ciency. 
The purp ose s  of t hi s  study were t o  eva1u ate t he d iffere nce s  
be tween Je rsey, Angu s- Hereford ( equal numbe r of .Angu s an d  Here f' ord) , 
Dairy Sh ort horn an d  H ol ste in bree ds i n  op timum t ime of sl aug hte r an d  
t o  ev alu ate the e ffe ct of sl aug hter at age s ot he r t han opt imum t ime of 
sl aug hte r on e nerget ic effi cien cy of beer p rodu ct ion. 
Proced ure s  _!!!! S ource ,2! 12!:!:! 
Optimum time of slaug hte r depe nds on seve ral fact ors in cluding 
( l )  rate of m atu ri ty, ( 2 )  rep roductive rate of b reed ing sto ck , 
( J )  m ature size of ca1ve s ( capa ci ty to gr ow) , ( 4 )  ma intenan ce cost of 
b reeding st ock (m atu re size and m ilk p rodu ction of cow s) , ( 5 ) effi ciency 
of b ody g ain of s1aug hte r  animal s  an d  (6 ) quan tity and qua1 ity of me at 
p roduce d. 
T o  simpli:fy the p roblem , only TD N con sume d by cow- c alt pair wa s 
i nclu de d and the cal cul ati on of op timum time or sl aug hte r  was ba sed on 
m ature cow s wi th stee r - calve s. Ann ual TDN requirement s for m ature cows 
of fou r bree d g roups ( table 29 ) for mai ntenance ,  pregnan cy an d_ lac tati on 
were e stim ate d b ase d on we ig ht and milk p roducing level a ccord ing to 




TABLE 29 .  INPUT INFORMATION FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION 
Mature We aning Annu al milk Eroductiona Breed diff erence 
weighta weight Dairy Beet Mille Rough age F.ne:rgy 
Cow Bull or calrb condition condition rat int akec int aked 
(kg) (kg) (kg} (kg} (kg) (%) 
417 653 183 3175 1633b 4.7 1. 000 1.025 
494 825 201 1J6lb 998b 3.0 1.000 1.000 
Dairy Shorthorn 522 900 215 3402 172� 3 .5 1.000 1.014 
Holstein 590 1043 236 4536 2041b J.4 1.000 1.034 
a Fra11 report s by Briggs and Brigg s  (1969 ), French et al. (1966) and Rouee (1970}. 
b Estim ated values from personal knowledge of breedperformanoe. 
TDN consumed by 
cow for a year 






194 3  
2171 
c Expressed as a r atio to the average of several breeds involved in the study of Section I. 
d Expressed aa a ratio to the average of Hereford and Angus breeds. e Estimated according to N.R.C. (1976 )  recommendation. 
� 
and coefficient of energy utilization tor maintenance (km ) were from 
A. R.C .  ( 196.5 ) .  Energy requirement for maintenance of growing steers 
wae determined according to A. R. C .  (1965)  recamaendation shown in 
table JO. Since A. R.C . (196.5 ) recamnendation of energy requir•ent 
tor maintenance is  based on age of c attle , the :following equation was 
used to convert A. R. C .  (1965 } recommendation of energy requirement for 
maintenance to degree of maturity basis : 
Y = . 007 + . 3566 x (log1ox)2 
where Y is  the estimated degree of maturity and X i s  age of c attle 
in months . 
Results !!!!, Discussion 
Table 29 contains the characteristic information of four breed 
types used in computer simulation. Th e  ration u sed in simul.ation had 
15� crude fiber, 2. 8? kcal m etabolizable energy per g and 79i TDN on 
a dry matter basi s .  The program estimated. average daily feed intake 
8.5 
on a dry matter basis from weaning to slaughter age for the four breed 
types (table 31) .  Estimated average daily gain and live wight change 
from weaning �o slaughter age ( table 32 ) utilized the estimated :teed 
intake ( table 31 ) and the estimated calorific value of live weight gain 
in Section Ill (table 28). Energetic efficiency of calf live weight 
gain was calculated for the cow-calf pair and for the calf ( table 33 ) .  
As shown in figures 8 and 9 ,  steers from :four breed groups 
reached the most efficient production at different ages and at 
different weights . Maximum efficiency occurred at 401, 429 , 443 and 
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T ABLE JO. FASTING HEAT PRODUCTION O F  CATTLE 
Degree of 
Fa sti sm e of animal maturit 
kc months 
140 1 .007 0  
135 J . 0882 
125 6 . 2230 
no 12 .4223 
100 18 . 5689 
95 24 .6863 
90 3 6  . 8?07 
85 48 1. 0000 
80 >48 1. 0000 
a Degree of  maturity was estimated from equation Y = . 007 + . 3566 
x (log10x)2, where Y is estimated degree o f  maturity and X is age of  
animal i n  months . 
TABLE Jl. DAILY AND JCC{Jt1ULATED TDN INTAKE BY SfEERS AND TDN CONSUMED BY COW.CALF PAIR 
Jersez Hereford-An�s Dai!:;l Shorthorn Holstein 
Daily Cumulated Daily Cumulated Daily Cumulated Daily Cumulated 
Days TDN TDN intake TDN TDN intake TDN TDN intake TDN TDN intake 
from intake Cow- intake Cow- intake Cow- intake Cow-
weani� bf calf Calf calf bf calf Calf calf bf calf Calf calf b
t 
calf Calf c alf 
(days kg') (kg) (kg} kg) (kg) (kg} kg) (kg) (kg) kg) (kg) (kg) 
14 2.68 38 1739 2.90 40 1724 J . 08 43 1986 3 . 36 4? 2218 
28 J . 67 89 1790 3 .95 96 1?80 4. 26 103 2046 4. 6? ll3 2284 
42 4. 81 157 1858 5.13 167 1851 5.58 181 2123 6 . 21 199 2370 
56 5. 03 227 1928 5 . 35 242 1926 5 .a5 262 2205 6.58 291 2462 
70 5.22 JOO 2001 5 .58 )20 2004 6 . 08 348 2290 6 .85 38? 2559 
84 5 .35 3?5 2076 5.76 401 2084 6 .30 4)6 2378 7 .12 487 2658 
98 5.49 451 2152 5 .90 484 2167 6.49 526 2469 7 .35 591 2762 
112 5.58 529 2230 6. 03 568 2252 6 . 62 619 2.5€2 7 .76 805 2976 
126 5 .57 608 2309 6.17 655 2338 6.76 714 2657 7 . 89 915 3087 
140 5 .72 688 2389 6. 30 743 2426 6. 89 8ll 2754 8 . 03 1027 3199 
154 5.76 7(:/; 24?0 6.40 832 2516 6.99 909 2852 8.12 ll41 3313 
168 5 .81 851 2552 6.49 922 2606 ? . 08 1008 2951 8.21 1256 3427 
182 5 .85 933 2634 6.53 1014 2698 7 .17 1108 3051 8 . 26 13?2 3543 
196 5 .90 1015 2716 6 .62 llO? 2791 7 . 21 1209 3152 8 .30 1488 3660 
210 5 .90 1097 2798 6 .6? 1200 2884 7 . 26 1311 3254 8 . 35 1605 3777 
224 5 .90 ll80 2881 6 .71 1294 2978 7 . 30 1414 3357 8 .39 1723 3894 
238 5.94 1263 2964 6.?6 1389 30?2 7 .35 1517 3460 8. 39 1840 4011 
252 5.94 1346 304? 6 .80 1484 3168 7 . 39 1620 3563 8 .39 1958 4129 
266 5 .94 1429 3130 6 .80 1579 3263 7 . 39 1724 3667 8 .39 2076 4247 
280 5 .90 1512 3213 6.85 1675 3359 7 . 39 1827 3770 -- --
294 -- -- -- 6.85 1770 3454 7 . 39 1931 3874 
J08 -- -- -- 6 .85 1867 3550 7 .39 2034 3977 
J22 -- -- -- 6.85 1973 3647 --
)36 -- -- -- 6. 85 2058 3742 -- -- -- -- -- --
































TABLE 32. ESTIMATED AVERAGE DAILY LIVE WEIGHT GAIN (ADG) 






. 24 186 
l.lJ 202 






1. 09 3J2 




. 87 399 
. 83 411 







Hereford-Angus Dairy Shorthorn 
Live Live 
AOO wei52t AOO weight 
(kg} (kg) (kg) (kg) 
201 -- 215 
. 30 205 .49 222 
. 93 219 1. 21 239 
1.50 239 1.86 265 
1.45 260 1.79 290 
1.41 279 1.7J J14 
1.37 298 1.67 338 
1. 33 318 1.61 361 
l. JO 336 1. 56 382 
1. 27 353 1.52 404 
1.24 370 1. 47 424 
1 .21 387 1.42 444 
1.18 404 1. 38 463 
1.15 420 1.34 482 
1.12 436 1.31 500 
1.10 451 1. 27 518 
1. 08 466 1. 23 535 
1.05 481 1. 20 552 
1. 03 495 1.17 568 
1. 02 509 1.13 584 
.99 523 l .ll 600 
.84 535 1.11 616 









. 64  245 
1. 53 266 
2. 35 299 
2. 28 331 
2. 21 362 
2. 15 392 
2. 08 421 
2. 02 450 
1.96 477 
1. 91 503 
1. 85 529 
1. 80 555 
1. 74 579 
1. 70 603 
1. 65 626 
1. 60 648 
1. 56 670 
1. 51 692 
1. 47 712 
1. 43 732 
TABLE JJ . ESTIMATED EFFICIE?CY OF THE CALF AND COW-CALF PAIR BY PERIODS 
Days 
from Calf efficiency Cow-calf efficienc 
weaning �kg TDNlks calf' weight l (k 
(Angus- (Dairy 
(days ) ( Jersey) Hereford) Shorthorn) (Holstein) ( Jersey) Hereford) Shorthorn) ( Holstein) 
14 ll.86 9.89 6.33 5 .20 9 . 32 
28 4.67 5.55 4. 37 3.70 8. 85 
42 3.71 4.)9 J .62 J .16 8.24 
56 3.60 4.14 3 .50 3 . 06 7 . 8) 
70 J .63 4.10 J . 51 3 . 06 7 . 53 
84 3.72 4.1) 3 . 56 3 .12 7 . 31 
98 J. 83 4.16 3 .63 J . 18 7 .15 
112 J.96 4. 2J J .71 J . 26 7 . 04 
126 4.09 4.Jl J. 79 3 . 33 6.95 
140 4.21 4.39 J . 88 J .42 6. 89 
154 4. 34 4.47 3 .97 3 . 50 6.85 
168 4.46 4. 56 4. 07 J . 58 6. 83 
182 4.59 4.64 4.15 J. 66 6.82 
196 4.71 4.71 4. 25 3 .74 6. 82 
210 4.83 4. 80 4.33 J . 82 6. 82 
224 4.96 4. 89 4.42 J. 89 6 .84 
238 5 . 07 4.97 4.51 3 .97 6.86 
252 5.19 5 . 05 4.59 4. 04 6.88 
266 5 .29 5 .13 4. 67 4.12 6.91 
280 5 .41 5 .20 4.75 4.19 6.95 
294 -- 5 .31 4.83 -- --
)08 - 5.40  4.90 - --
322 -- 5.46 -- -- --
336 -- 5.52 -- -- --
350 -- 5.58 -- -- --
··_· •. ' .· .. . .  ; _ . ' ;- .>'. i,::· : :; ) . : ' :·: ::� :•1: :: '.1 1: : ;:,tr' ; ,, :;i!; -:•?i\i\[" :in�ilT\'11�'. rnr11; -�:�::: :1 ·• ri.:-t i'J l · !Y.t !j;;: �:"I l:liH1,;· �hf;1i''. ! 1H'!i,;? fi'•;Wl,1' . �'4it� '11-V: f *it>i)1..;._,J' ;: ... , •i..i•i-l!i.1t\ ,{ll\1h.��� 11,11 ,tl�!�lli,; IUJ.t:1:Ltl,;.,;:f.1,1♦ dh1lHcn:t(i):11:i:tt,ltf.:t�it!.:...A..l .I�: :i,;,.;.L:11fiim:l.utir1,i1!.-.;i\::�tdhl H \�t•t�l�l'i-!1-IF 1 .. ,s1H� 
8. 39 8.93 9. 06 
8.14 a.55 8.58 
7 .73 a. 01 7.92 
7 .41 7 . 60 7 .44 
1.11 7 .28 7 . 07 
6.98 7 . 04 6 .78 
6. 83 6 .85 6.55 
6.71 6.70 6 .)8 
6. 62 6 .58 6. 24 
6.55 6.49 6.13 
6.49 6.42 6. 04 
6.45 6 .37 5 .97 
6.42 6 .JJ 5.92 
6.40 6 .30 5 . 88 
6 .39 6 .28 5 . 85 
6. 39 6. 27 5 . 82 
6.)9 6 .26 5.81 
6.40 6.27 5 . Bo 
6.40 6.27 5 .80 
6.42 6 .28 5 . 80 
6.45 6.29 
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471 days fo r Jersey, Angus-He reford, Dairy Sho rthorn and Holstein , 
re spectively.  Live weights at  corre sponding ages were 399 , 466, 552  
arxi 712 kg for Jersey, Angus-Hereford, D airy Shorthorn and Hol stein, 
re spectively. TDN  con sumed by calf to p roduce 1 kg o f  postweaning 
live weight gain to optimum time of  slaughter were 4.71 ,  4 . 89 , 4 .5 1  
and 4 .12 kg for Jersey, Angus-He re ford, Dai ry  Shorthorn and Holstein, 
respectively (table JJ) . Po stweal"ing average daily g ain s  we re  1 .10 ,  
1 .18, 1 . 41 and 1 .79 kg for Jersey, Angus-Hereford, Dairy Shorthorn 
and Holstein , respectively. 
Recognized possible sources of  error in the se estimate s a re  
(1 ) lack o f  fitness in developing the regre ssion equation s primarily 
due to llmi ted data av ailable , ( 2) diffe rence s  in weather conditions 
from location to location, ( 3) in teraction between weather and breed 
types and ( 4 )  lack of adju stment fo r effect of diffe ren ce s  in 
preweaning condition on po stwe aning perfo:nnance . 
Item 4 m ay  be important if calves fran dairy b reeds are man aged 
under a diffe ren t  nu tri tion al regime than calve s from beef dams. The 
regre ssion equation s we re  ba sed on data fran calves r ai sed under beef 
management system s .  
Efficiency in term s  o f  TDN con sumed by cow-calf pair to produce 
1 kg live weigh t o f  calf wa s expressed in four diffe rent ways , 
( 1 )  slaughter a t  optimum age ,  ( 2 )  slaughter at  constan t  age, 
(3 ) slaughter at  con stant deg ree of  m aturity and ( 4 ) slaughte r at  
con stant weigh t. 
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Slaughter at Optimum � 
Slaughter of steers fran Jersey, Angus-Hereford , Dairy Shorthorn 
and Holstein groups was simulated at the optimum ages of 401 ,  429 ,  443 
and 471 dqs , respectively. TDN consumed by cow-calf p ai r  to produce 
1 kg cal.f live weight at the corresponding optimum age s ware 6 . 82 , 
6. 39 ,  6. 26 and 5 . 80 kg for Jersey, Angus-Hereford, Dairy Shorthorn and 
Holstein, respectively ( table 33 ) The average of the four breed 
groups i s  6. 318 kilograms . 
Slaughter � Constant � 
Slaughter of steers from all breed types was simulated at four 
different constant ages, 401, 429 ,  443 and 471 days. 
Slaughter ,!!: 401 B!!! � �. When all steers fran four breed 
groups were slaughtered at 401 days of age , TDN requi red by cow-calf 
p air to produce 1 kg calf live weight were 6. 82 , 6. 40 ,  6. JO and 5 . 88 kg 
for Jersey, Angus-Hereford , Dairy Shorthorn and Holstein, respectively. 
The average TDN required per kg c alf live weight gain was 6 . 350 
kilograms. 
Slaughter _!!: 429 12!z! .2f �• TDN requirements were 6. 84, 6 .39 
6. 27 and 5. 82 kg for Jersey, Angus-Hereford , Dairy Shorthorn and 
Holstein, respectively. Estimated mean TDN requirement of four breed 
groups was 6. J30 kilograms. 
Slaughter ,!.!: 443 Days of �• Estimated TDN requirements to 
produce 1 kg calf live weight were 6. 86 , 6. 39, 6. 26 and 5. 81 kg for 
Jersey, Angus-Hereford , Dairy Sho rthorn and Hol stein , respectively, 
and thus the average of four breeds in TDN requirement was 6. 3.30 
kilograms. 
Slaughter � 471 Days .2f �- Estimated TDN consumed by cow­
c alt" pair to produce 1 kg live weight of calf were 6 .91 ,  6 . 64, 6 .27 
and 5 . 80 kg for Jersey, Angus-Hereford, Dairy Shorthorn and Holstein , 
respectively. The average TDN consumption of four breed groups to 
produce 1 kg calf live weight was 6. 345 kilograms. 
Although there were some decreases in efficiency by slaughtering 
steers of different genetic groups of cattle at various constant ages , 
by choosing the constant age near the middle of the range in optimum 
age o1 different types of cattle the decrease in efficiency becomes 
small. 
Slaughter � Constant Degree � Maturity 
Degree of maturity refers to the ratio of ll ve weight to 
expected mature weight (Brody, 1945 ) .  Slaughter o f  steers from each 
breed group was simulated when they reached • 62 degree of maturity. 
The efficiency (kg TDN/kg calf weight) at . 62 degree of maturity was 
6. 82 ,  6. 40 ,  6.26 and 5 . 82 for Jersey, .Angus-Hereford , Dairy Shorthorn 
and Holstein, respectively. The average efficiency of four breed groups 
was 6 • .325 . 
Slaughter � Constant Weight 
Slaughter wei ghts selected were 450 ,  480 , 500 and 530 kg for 
Jersey, Angus-Hereford , Dairy Shorthorn and Holstein, respectively. 
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The estimated efficiencies {kg TDN/kg cal.f weight ) were 6 .91 , 6. 36 ,  
6. 30 and 6 . 04 .for Jersey, Angus-Hereford , Dairy Shorthorn and Holstein,  
respectively. The average efficienoy of four breed groups was 6. 410 . 
Mficiencies of postweaning beef production varying 'With 
di fferent en:i points are summarized in table J4. Slaughter at the 
constant weights selected for study was the least efficient method in 
terms of energy required to produoe growth . Slaughter at a constant 
age was next in inefficiency. However, the decrease in efficiency by 
slaughteri ng steers of different genetic groups at a constant age 
could be minimized by choosing the constant age ne ar the average 
optimum age of a1.1 types of cattle . Slaughter at a constant degree 
of maturity was second in efficiency only to slaughter at the breed 
optimum age . 
It was concluded that steers from 1arge mature breeds tend to 
reach the optimum end point not only at heavier weights but also at 
older age s than steers from small breeds.  Slaughtering stee rs of 
different mature size at constant weight resulted in slaughte ring fast 
growing steers earlier and slow growing steers late r  than thei r 
optimum slaughter age . Slaughter at constant age resul. ted in the 
intermedi ate between slaughter at optimum age and slaughte r at constant 
weight . 
E.ven though slaughter at constant degree of maturi ty resulted 
i n  more efficiency than the other two methods ,  the former required an 
estimate of mature weight. For practical. application further study 
will be necessary to accurately predict mature weight fran early 
pe rformance of the animal and fran 1 ts p di gree. 
End ;eoints 
At optimum age 





At constant weight 
450 . 480, 500 and 
530 kg 
At constant degree of 
maturity 
TABLE 34. ENERGETIC EFFICIF..N:Y AT VARIO US END POINI'S 
Breed �rou:es 
Angus- Dairy Mean 
Jersez Hereford Shorthorn Holstein efficiencz 
6.82 6. 39 6 .26 5.80 6.J18 
6.82 6.40 6. 30 5 .88 6.350 
6.84 6. 39 6.27 5.82 6.330 
6.86 6 .39 6 .26 5 .81 6. :330 
6.91 6.40 6 . 27 5 . 80 6.345 
6 .91 6. 39 6 .30 6. 04 6.410 
6.82 6.40 6. 26 5.82 6.325 
a Mean efficiency expressed as a ratio to that at optimum age . 
SM!JitiittttattesiiW\rimMBDtlBDllttftl!IIHn._rfflmmt.b . · : . , - · . , - . · ·-· · . um,_ 
Ratioa 
100 . 0  
100 . 5  
100 . 2  
100 . 2  
100 .4  




A model was developed to  combine available information fran 
several exper iments concerning the cal orifi c  effi ciency of b eef 
produ ction. In the model energy requi rement for mature cow per year 
of lactation, preg nancy and maintenance was d et ermined by  N. R. C. 
( 1976) recommendation. Metabolizable ener gy requir ed for mainten ance 
was according to A .R .C .  (1965 ) recommendations. 
The simulated optimum slaughter ages of steer s  fran J ersey, 
.Angus-Hereford, Dairy Shorthorn and Holstein were 196, 224, 23 8 and 
266 d ays  of p ostweaning feeding when the ration h ad  15% crud e  fiber 
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am. 79% TDN on a dry matter base. The weights of steers at corresponding 
optimum ages were 399, 466, 5 52 arxi 712 kg for Jersey, .Angus -Hereford, 
Dairy Shorthorn and Holstein, re spectively. The computation was 
performed b as ed on matu re cows with steer calves. 
Four ways of determining slaughter ages were u sed ; (1 )  slaug hter 
at simulated optimum ages, (2 ) slaugh ter at  v arious const ant ages , 
( 3 )  slaughter at the const ant degree of ma turity and ( 4) slaughter at 
const ant wei ght. Slaughter a t  cons tant weight was l ea st efficient am. 
slaughter at cons t ant age was next inefficient. Slaughter at constant 
deg ree of maturity and at simulated optimum time of slaughter were 
more effici ent th an o thers. However , bo th methods are dependen t  on 
estimated mature weight which can not be measured at young ages .  
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